
   >> Given the good to go I'm Robin Bennett and it's my first time chairing so be patient with me as I try to get a hang of how this is going to go for us but I'm excited I'm glad to be here so first I'm going to call this meeting to order.
Now is this the point where I get to pound my gavel?
   >> Rodney:  Yes.
   >> Robin:  Looking forward to this and I'm calling this meeting to order at four minutes past ten and let's go ahead and do a roll call Tracy.
   >> Aaron Andres, present; Robin Bennett, present; Gabrielle Burman, present; Lisa Cook‑Gordon, present; Alexander, present; Sara Grivetti.
   >> Rodney:  Will be joining us within the hour.
   >> Michael Hamm.
   >> He is excused.
   >> Kelsey here, Rebecca Parten, here; Mairead Warner, here; Jim Whalen will also be joining us in the hour.
   >> You have a quorum and here in the room and on the phone thank you for joining us and we need to approve the draft agenda as it stands and do we have any discussion of addition or changes.
We need a motion before we have the discussion so do I have a motion for acceptance of the November 11th agenda?
   >> Aaron:  Motion.
   >> Robin:  Thank you Aaron.
   >> Lisa:  Second.
   >> Robin:  Changes or additions to this agenda?  I don't see any, any changes or additions?  I think we are good and that motion all in favor of accepting the motion on the table say aye.
   >> Aye.
   >> Robin:  That motion passes thank you very much.
We will put the agenda on the books.
So next we need a recommendation for a motion to put the September 30th Council business meeting minutes to approve those and put those on file.
Do I have the motion?
   >> Gabriella:  I'll make it.
   >> Aaron:  I'll support it.
   >> Robin:  Aaron seconds thank you Aaron do we have any discussion about that motion to accept those minutes?  Hearing none everyone who approves is made by saying aye.
   >> Aye.
   >> Robin:  All right motion passes.
Next we have the SILC reports.
First we will hear from the executive committee report which I will be giving and then we will hear from finance committee and then SPIL committee so let me go ahead and pull up those executive meeting minutes and I'll let you all do the same while we are waiting for me to get it together.
Okay we talked about several things during the October executive committee teleconference and we discussed a formation of another committee.
Right now we have the three and we have discussed bringing it to the Council the idea of reforming with new members the recruitment committee to come up with names and people to possibly put forward to the governor for a seat on the Council.
So we discussed reforming that committee so I would need a motion from the Council if we are going to want to reform a recruitment committee.
   >> Gabriella:  Reform a recruitment committee.
   >> Robin:  We had one in the past.
   >> Gabriella:  Do we need one now are we full and at 11 now; is that correct?
   >> Robin:  We are at 11 now after the changes from the governor's office we are at 11 now but I think just for future when people's terms end things like that to have people kind of in the ready have things ready to go.
   >> Gabriella:  We are full at the moment.
   >> Robin:  We are full at the moment.
   >> Rodney:  There are some members on one year returns they are eligible for reappointment but I think the executive committee level we had talked about you know keeping people in the well and having it ready for whatever bench came.
   >> Gabriella:  All new members three years.
   >> Robin:  Some are two, some are three and some have as Rodney said a year left.
   >> Gabriella:  I would be on the committee.
   >> Robin:  Do we have a motion to form a recruitment committee?
   >> Gabriella:  I'll make the motion.
   >> Robin:  Thank you Gabriella, do we have a second?
   >> Lisa:  I second.
   >> Robin:  Thanks Lisa so any further discussion on a recruitment committee?  Do we have any Council members on the phone with any additional comments about a recruitment committee?  
Hearing none we will go ahead and if you approve the formation recruitment committee go ahead and say aye.
   >> Aye.
   >> Robin:  Aye.
   >> And those opposing it and that is passed and we will go ahead and work on forming the recruitment committee.
>> Madam chair can I ask people to identify themselves for people on the phone and for purposes of the computer aided real time.
   >> Yes thank you very much.
   >> Robin:  So we will go ahead and introduce ourselves when we are speaking.
The next thing that the executive committee talked about was I'm sure Rodney will discuss it more when he is giving his executive director's feedback but there was a California SILC presentation done in California just a week ago and Rodney will share more about what happened out there but I believe it went very well and it was a great opportunity for us to work with another SILC 
We also discussed possibly creating some sort of partnering between Council members on mentoring for some for newer members of the Council or creating some sort of system where every Council member is teamed up with someone elsewhere they can really talk and workout, you know, have questions, talk and communicate about what is working, what they understand, you know, if they need more information on a certain topic that we have talked about it, Council so we've talked about possibly setting that up.
   >> Gabriella:  Partners within the Council this is Gabriella asking the question.
   >> Robin:  Gabriella asked if we would discuss setting up partners within the Council and that is something we had discussed whether or not that should be pursued or whether we just want to have mentors for new in coming Council members.
So if we want a motion on the floor to create a mentoring group or to create partners within the SILC Council members I would be looking for a motion like that and then we could discuss it.
   >> Rebecca:  I'll make a motion.
   >> Robin:  Is the motion to create mentoring?
   >> Rebecca:  Create the mentoring group.
   >> Robin:  Rebecca makes the motion for mentoring for new Council members, all right.
>> Gabriella:  I'll second that.
   >> Robin:  Gabriella seconds that.
Is there any discussion?  I think for me the main question would be would that be something that would be good only for new incoming members as they come in for a certain period of time or is that something that would be beneficial for every member of the Council to have a designated person that they can go to and discuss things with or is that needed, what do we think?
   >> Gabriella:  Well.
   >> Lisa:  I've been on the Council for a few years.
I guess not to put anyone on the spot but maybe to ask the new members how they feel about that, if they think that a mentor would be helpful to explain things to them as they go along and it would be temporary need it or whether it could happen the whole term so I would like to hear from some of the new members.
   >> Aaron:  This is Aaron Andres.
Personally I've been on several other boards before, so I pretty much had a handle on it before I entered into the position so if someone would want to fall out with me to have questions, if I have questions I'm more than happy to entertain the idea, but I don't really have any questions at this time or it might be a better use of the Council's to do something else.
I don't know.
I personally don't feel that I need it but whatever if I have a question I will call somebody and ask so, yeah.
   >> This is Mairead Warner and I think it would be beneficial for me, I've never been on a Council before and I think I could learn a lot from the other members who have been on longer than I have so thank you.
   >> Robin:  Yes, I hear both Sides and I do think it would be beneficial for new incoming Council members to at least kind point them in the direction that aligns well with their age, their background, the area where they live to talk to and then, you know, they can reach out to them as needed like Aaron said he wouldn't need to as much as somebody else would, so it would be up to that individual relationship to work it out.
   >> Gabriella:  Is this in addition to orientation, where do we stand on orienting our new board members.
   >> Robin:  We did do an orientation, would you like to speak to that.
   >> Rodney:  This is Rodney we are required to do an orientation before any member actually becomes a voting member and we have done that with the new members.
That information you know Aaron had some board experience so that was part of it and we hit them with a lot of information very quickly in those orientations and go along with Aaron and they could have somebody to rely on that is more of an experienced Council member that they could ask questions to.

   >> Gabriella:  I like the idea because it's a lot of information to absorb in the beginning as the years go by but do you have an idea do you envision this to be a formal mentorship program and meet an X number of times a year or loose and the mentor and mentee will figure out how to rely on each other.
   >> Robin:  That is an awesome question, Lisa do you have thoughts on that.
   >> Lisa:  I guess I would put it back out to new members on what they think would be helpful to them as they come along on the Council because it is a lot of information when new members come along and as Aaron said you know he has some experience on Councils and committees and he is comfortable to go and ask questions but I'm sure you know as he has come along there have been questions to be asked and so it's always helpful to have a few people around to do that so and I see some heads shaking so I guess I'm getting my answer, it sounds like a good idea I guess to have mentors available and I think as part of the orientation that that might be a question we could ask new members is to let them know that we have mentors available to help you and would you like that?  Is that something you need to help you in your role as a Council member?  I think as long as we make it available and they have a choice you know that is where it can go from there.
   >> Robin:  I think that it would be an awesome thing to ask the recruitment committee, the newly formed recruitment committee to add this on to kind of what they also do and that they have the names of Council members who would be available to be a mentor for the new people that come on to the Council.
So that they can set that up and pass that name on to Rodney.
   >> Gabriella:  Is there someone on the phone who wants to make a comment?  Okay so this is Gabriella and I actually feel that recruitment committee needs to focus just on the recruitment the beforehand and then once the person is a voting member of the committee that is separate task to match them with a mentor just because I think they are two separate areas really and recruitment has its own, you know, process and I would kind of just maybe we could have an orientation committee or something like that or a welcome committee or something about whatever we want but that would be like the part two and let the recruitment committee focus on filling that pipeline and really because as we have seen over the last couple of years it really requires a good amount of attention to, you know, find the people that we want to kind of fill in the different skill sets for the committee, the Council and then, you know, send them through the application process so I would keep recruiting recruiting and welcoming.
   >> Robin:  So I think for now we can all agree that with this motion that we have on the table to create a mentoring partnership program for incoming members that for now we can leave the job of setting that up with the staff, with Rodney just to set that up so the motion.
   >> I interject here, this is Alex.
   >> Robin:  Yes, please, Alex.
   >> Alex:  I'm not sure whether we need to create a Facebook group telling people with the SILC is or what we do or whatever but it would be nice to kind of get us out there in the social media sphere so more people know about us.
   >> Robin:  That's.
   >> Alex:  Help us achieve our goals.
   >> Robin:  Yes, Alex that is a great comment and that is something that we could discuss within the topic of outreach and marketing PR that kind of thing but for the purpose that is look at the motion we have on the table and either accept it or and move on to the next thing so the motion is to create some sort of mentoring partnership for incoming new members and we have the motion and a second on the table, so let's put it to a vote.
If you agree with this say aye.
   >> Aye.
   >> Robin:  And those opposed say nay.
All right thank you very much that motion passes.
    All right, well, I see nothing else.
Rodney was there anything else I'm missing.
   >> Rodney:  That was primarily what we had to report out.
   >> Robin:  Yes, all right so I will pass it on to the finance committee.
Mike is not with us.
I'm sorry did you have a comment on the phone?  Yes.
   >> Alex:  I was going to make one last comment on the social media thing, would the private slack group work as far as promoting that and getting us out there because the first thing that popped into my mind was Twitter because nobody really uses Facebook any more.
   >> Robin:  That's true.
Rodney would you like to speak to that.
   >> Rodney:  I can speak to that.
We do have a Twitter feed.
We are trying to post more information to that on an at least a daily basis.
It's growing slowly like social media it grows in spurts and then it slows down a little bit so we do have a Twitter feed.
We are working with our advocacy person comes I think that is going to be a big focus of that position that they are going to be working with that so the input is perfectly timed I think that we are going to really be expanding those more than we are currently using.
   >> Robin:  Awesome, thank you so much for your thoughts.
   >> Alex:  Thanks Rodney.
   >> Robin:  Well the finance committee Mike is not here so I'm going to pass it on to Rodney who is going to give the report on the finance committee.
   >> Rodney:  Thank you, Robin.
I can go through this.
We do have a proposal that we have received that I'll also be covering as well.
So right now there is really three major things that have come out of the finance committee since we last met in September.
One is we do need another Council member on the committee.
We just currently we have Mairead and Mike Hamm and would like three people on this committee so right now if we could recruit another member here today that would be great to go over the financials as well.
So really what I kind of wanted to talk to is after we met we did receive a proposal that I have been asked to present to the full Council so I can present it at this time and we can make a determination based upon that proposal.
    I apologize I have to bring it up here real quick.
So what we received is a proposal for youth training for the independent ‑‑ for the CIL network and this is somewhat long but I think it's important, I'm going to read it in and then we can post the document Annette if not I have the document for you as well.
So the proposal that we received and this came through the finance committee to bring to the whole Council, so I'll just read this in, Disability Network centers for independent living across the State of Michigan have a wonderful up coming opportunity.
Recently youth specialists from CILs across the state have come together and formed a statewide team with the goals of sharing ideas, information, progressing youth services and ultimately building a stronger collaboration between all of the CILs.
At the first meeting we talked about up coming changes to youth services and how many CILs will begin working with youth ages 14‑16 for the first time.
During the discussion it was determined that we lack a lot of the information and program training that goes along with working with this age group thus entering Mike Bears into the discussion.
Mike bears is a disability movements right leader national youth leadership forum facilitator and create a force behind the next wave in community participation for people with disabilities.
He has played add key role in updating and enhancing the traditional WLF model and in collaboration with others Mike created the framework in a working curriculum for teaching advocacy and independent living to youth.
    As a statewide team all youth specialists have an opportunity to go learn and experience valuable programming and training from Mike Bears, he will be coming to Michigan to be the keynote speaker at Disability Network northern Michigan life conference in Travis city on November 29 and has graciously agreed to provide a training session the following two days for all youth staff across the State of Michigan.
In order to provide this training to youth specialists and ensure participation we are looking for help funding this valuable training experience.
Mike and his assistant will be providing training and technical assistance to each of the staff members from different centers from differ independent living centers in Michigan and training will be development and growth of individual centers youth programs offering tools and strategies that other centers have had success with across the country.
These tools are designed to be flexible, to fit and reflect each community differently and allow the most opportunity for success and sustainability.
They will also work with the participants to help establish a statewide network of youth program staff at the individual CILs in Michigan so they can continue to communicate, share best practices and offer peer support to each other.
    Funding for CILs can be scarce however this is an opportunity that cannot be passed up.
As a team it what's been unanimously decided that this is the most productive and proactive way to start working with a new group of youth and working together as a statewide team.
We believe the long‑term opportunities of this training will heavily outweigh the short term financial cost and this is a visionary opportunity to set precedence for collaboration between other programs run by CILs.
    This statewide youth staff training proposal is in accordance with Michigan State plan for independent living goals.
One of the goals is specifically focused on education and in quote Michigan IL program will work more closely with the education system to ensure students and families have the optimal training and youth can be trained to enhance the youth services already being provided and/or create a more optimal education experience for students in high school this training will also provide materials in programming for CILs to implement the youth programs.
As a result of this staff training in school education will enhance students will be able to engage in leadership development activities and receive federally defined preemployment transition services.
We will be providing a survey to CIL staff participants which will include the overall likelihood of methods provided.
We will gauge and evaluate the participants and report back to SILC at the next quarterly meeting.
We hope the SILC will strongly consider helping fund this valuable training opportunity with the help and support of SILC one goal of youth staff is to avoid the long‑term ramifications which may arise from youth specialists missing the training and helping us continue our progress towards statewide CIL collaboration.
    They broke down some of the costs.
The proposal costs of training for 40 youth specialists across Michigan and the proposed total cost was $12,680 for it.
Also they have offered if any SILC Council member would like to attend the training or the event that they would be very welcome at that event.
So I wanted to bring this opportunity.
I can talk from a staff perspective.
We have the budgetary funds to support this if the Council determines that that is an adequate expense and it does align with our SPIL which would allow us to spend resources on that.
So I wanted to bring that forward for discussion to the Council.
   >> Robin:  So correct me if I'm wrong but we would need a motion on the table to discuss this.
   >> Rodney:  Yes.
   >> Robin:  Let's make a motion and then we can discuss.
   >> Gabriella:  This is Gabriella, I will make the motion.
   >> Robin:  Thank you Gabriella, do we have a second.
   >> Jim:  Actually the motion needs to be to vote for or against the proposal and the discussion gets asked sorry.
   >> Robin:  Yes, specifically to vote on.
   >> Jim:  Needs to be a motion.
   >> Robin:  So the motion is to vote on whether or not, yes.
   >> Jim:  The motion needs to be either to approve or somebody needs to make a motion one way or the other.
   >> Gabriella:  That we discussed the proposal or the agenda we need to add the proposal to the agenda.
   >> Jim:  Maybe that is what we need to do.
   >> Gabriella:  Addition of this proposal on the life conference to our agenda today good enough.
   >> Jim:  Let's just talk about it.
   >> Robin:  All right.
   >> Gabriella:  Do we need a second.
   >> Jim:  We can talk about it.
   >> Gabriella:  I would like to look at the website.
   >> Rodney:  I don't believe they have a website.
The life program is a program ran by disability northern Michigan in Travis city.
It's a highly effective youth program that they run there so it may be on the Disability Network northern Michigan website describing that program in a little more detail.
   >> Jim:  And if I might to add to the other ‑‑ the training part, the best resource would be to look at the April website which is association for programs for rural independent living and the best contact person would be Mary Olson, OLSON, and I can provide that contact information or I think probably Rodney has it too.
Who would explain sort of the elements of the training.
Also our staff has gone to the training so I can tell you a whole lot about it.
I've had three staffs go through this training so I can tell you about what the benefits are.
The one thing that I will say and this is ‑‑ sorry the one thing I will say about the training and just in terms of sheer numbers, for instance nationwide, when people get the kind of training that they are talking about the second two days, for every youth staff person that gets this training they have contact with ‑‑ between 60‑80 high school students because those ‑‑ it helps you develop those programs so in terms of long‑term effectiveness and efficiency it's really important, all right, it's like a 1‑80 return per year, right.
The other thing that is mentioned in this proposal and it doesn't quite come clear is that with that training provided by Mike and his people you get quote unquote the April mentoring package which is a whole year of technical support for each of the centers involved, right, and quite frankly day 366 that doesn't go away so those are other things that you know probably need to be considered.
   >> Robin:  Thank you Jim.
Do we have any Council members on the phone who want to add?  Yes.
   >> Joe:  I'm not a Council member but I have two quick questions that I think can be made, might I have leeway.
   >> Robin:  This time is only for Council members.
Counselor Alex do you have thoughts?  Okay is there anyone else in the room who has further discussion.
   >> Gabriella:  This is a nice sum of money and do we get listed as a sponsor of the conference.
   >> Jim:  After and before hand.
   >> Gabriella:  I would like to know with this investment that we are making in this program that we would get visibility like signage, links on the websites that they would promote us, you know, tag us and in social media I imagine, I hope someone is going to be like tweeting from the conference like you know so someone could make sure that that happens because that way we get the most bang for the buck.
   >> Robin:  Very good thoughts.
Anybody else thoughts?  Rebecca.
   >> Rebecca:  This is Rebecca.
So it sounds like a really interesting conference and real interesting opportunity and I like that we as staff or Council members were given the opportunity to be able to attend, if there are any ways that we could participate and be given information if we want it, if we can't actually attend in person.
   >> Jim:  Yeah, again I won't talk without a microphone but especially I don't know what portions would be available to do like via teleconference or anything but I know that you would be able to get absolutely all the materials, right, so what will likely be trained to is a combination of school‑based curriculum approach and some WLF form materials will get trained and all of those materials will be provided to all the participants or basically anyone who asks.
That is part of the sort of I guess I don't want to sound like a walking ad for April but it's because it's going to be run that way, it's part of the commitment, it's part of the mentoring commitment so you get all of the manuals that are available, all of that stuff.
   >> Robin:  Any further discussion?  All right we are looking to make the motion to approve this proposal, does anyone want to make that motion?  Yes.
   >> Aaron:  This is Aaron Andres I make the motion that we approve the finances for this.
   >> Robin:  Thank you Aaron.
Do I have a second.
   >> Rebecca:  This is Rebecca I will second.
   >> Robin:  Thank you Rebecca and let's go ahead and take a vote, if you approve say aye.
   >> Aye.
   >> Robin:  And anyone against say nay.
    All right, hearing ayes that motion passes.
    Thank you very much.
Rodney do you want to continue with the rest of the finance report.
   >> Rodney:  Thank you Robin.
The other portion is that we've had a conversation at the financial committee as to how this structure would work if there is ever future requests like this, how that it would come in through the financial committee and be evaluated, also the financial committee would be responsible to create kind of a maximum amount that we would have for events like this or requests like this and the full Council would be again as we just did able to evaluate and discuss and determine how those would be funded or if they would be funded.
So we kind of laid an administrative ground work for that at the finance committee level.
And again I think the only you know other portion to this is the assignment of additional you know if there is another Council member interested in the finance committee portion but that would be ‑‑ we also did discuss a financial commitment to future IL summits.
The independent ILs, the CILs had what was an IL summit about I imagine about two months ago and it was essentially a conference for all the individuals for centers for independent living that worked there, there is about 200 people at the summit and it was ‑‑ I was able to attend as a presenter.
Mike Hamm attended as his board member role and it was a really neat thing to be honest.
It was a lot of motivation, a lot of peer support, a lot of CIL staff that were meeting each other for the first time and having conversations.
    Mike had requested that we come up with a mechanism that we could support that IL summit if they have one in the future.
I was requested to talk with Sara and other members.
I've had those conversations.
What we looked upon is if SILC was supporting that, that Council members would be able to attend, that we would quite possibly hold a public hearing for the Council members to talk to individual CIL staff.
I don't know if you know the Council members have actually had an opportunity to talk to a roomful of CIL staff to actually hear how the SPIL impacts them and what they can do to improve the SPIL so Mike had put a proposal in to the finance committee that we come up with that structure to be able to support that event in the future and that was the final portion of the finance committee that we discussed and I can take any questions if anybody has any questions as well.
   >> Alex:  Rodney this is Alex, I just have a request for you.
   >> Rodney:  Sure.
   >> Alex:  When you guys break for lunch I'm going to get out of here when this meeting is done can you e‑mail me the meeting notes?  Please.
   >> Rodney:  Of course Alex we will be happy to.
   >> Robin:  Anybody else, Kelsey do you have any remarks?  I think Jim you have something.
   >> Jim:  Yeah, this is Jim Whalen I want to just say two things.
One is you know I wish I had like four hats to put on this table.
   >> Sara:  I agree with you Jim.
   >> Jim:  Sara you are in the same boat, from a Council member perspective is that when ‑‑ first of all, from my insight from the center director part, it's a great thing to happen, these sorts of gatherings for independent living.
But it's also from now I'm putting my Council member's hat on from that perspective if the SILC is willing to invest in this good thing, there should also be and I want to say an opportunity but I want to use the word differently commitment on the behalf of the SILC to be part of the planning process of it.
So you optimize the listening potential of the SILC in that role.
One I think that is very welcome by the directors and the centers but in terms of our responsibility as a Council is if we are using Council funds to make sure we have a say in the planning.
The first and this is sort of by way of explanation back to my CIL hat the first one of these it was hoped that the center sort of got their poop in a group I don't know how that comes across on CART but and put this together in a way that sort of makes sense and given the evidence of it it makes a whole lot of sense and I'm pretty sure that from the center's perspective we are saying please come on, please support it, it's worthwhile.
   >> Robin:  Thank you.
My question would be in terms of kind of deciding how to deal with the commitment made to the independent living summit and the discussion of scholarship opportunities and all that, would the finance committee be able to put together some sort of hard numbers that they could bring back to the Council and we could vote on.
   >> Rodney:  Yes, I think that would be the best way to do that, they could analyze that budget and determine what sort of funding would be available and bring that back.
I think that would be important.
   >> Robin:  Okay.
   >> Aaron:  Yes.
   >> Robin:  I know the finance committee still needs one more Council member to join so it's a rocking good time.
Aaron do you have a comment.
   >> Aaron:  After we get done with the discussion can you just repeat the motion so that we have clarification on what we are actually deciding so people are confused because this is quite confusing and I think it would be beneficial to reiterate it.
   >> Robin:  Okay, I don't think we had a motion on the table right now.
We were just discussing what the finance committee had been working on.
But I hear you and, you know, I appreciate everyone's patience as I'm trying to, you know, kind of stumble my way through how best to word things and you know my Robin's rule is trying to dust those off and very good point Aaron, I will definitely keep that in mind.
    And we have Gabriella go ahead.
   >> Gabriella:  This is Gabriella, so extrapolating from this conversation I actually think we have an even bigger idea here.
Why don't we going forward have like a budget line dedicated to scholarships so that CILs could let us know about young adults and we can start with young adults, people want to attend the conference such as the one in Traverse City we could have SILC scholarships for this purpose and this purpose alone so that person who attends the conference is there thanks to you know the Michigan SILC and I think that is additional PR for us and you know you would send a press release out saying this conference is happening and we are so happy we are able to send one, two or three young adults who are going to be leaders with the community in the future and it's great good will and PR and also frankly I think a wise use of our funds.
   >> Lisa:  This is Lisa Cook‑Gordon and I agree and think by doing that you're going to be able to perhaps recruit new voices for young adults on to SILC.
I also think as part of the process for doing it is that there would be a requirement that if they attend a session that they report on  there what they learned from the SILC so we can learn from the report in making our decisions.
   >> Robin:  Sara.
   >> Sara:  I just wanted to go back to Aaron's point and I wanted to clarify right now we are getting committee reports there will be a motion made to accept the reports in their entirety so I just wanted to clarify that while there is no specific ‑‑ there may be times where there will be specific decision making that comes out of these committee reports but right now it's really just accepting the reports as a whole in a few minutes so but good question Aaron.
   >> Robin:  All right, well we have one more report from the SPIL committee.
   >> Jim:  And this is Jim Whalen and I'll report that the SPIL committee met briefly and discussed I think moving forward from our last meeting we discussed a couple of pertinent issues.
I think the most important thing that we talked about are two things we talked about, one was the need to look at the SPIL in a couple different ways.
One in terms of our Federal mandate to monitor review, evaluate the services moving forward and that capacity two I think we looked at the need, you know, when we put in our vote last time what does consumer mean for that committee to be a cochair, the definition might not be very clear and so clarifying that the intent of that was to say that it would not be a person who did this as a profession, right, so someone on this Council who has a disability who was a quote unquote participant can be the cochair and doesn't need to be outside the Council and it can be but it doesn't need to be so that clarification and finally I guess from the SPIL committee side and this is going to be avoiding getting into the weeds if possible Rodney but the development that the SPIL committee probably has to pay the most attention to in the somewhat near future is the fact that the Federal Government has sort of flip‑flopped their interpretation on designated state units or designated state entities and we will have to amend our current SPIL based on is wishy‑washiness a good Government word?  Based on the fact they were not clear in our original technical assistance we did this right to begin with and they changed so there will have OB a SPIL amendment in the not too distant future and are the main things that the SPIL committee has to report and I think Rodney if you have not already you can report on how well we did on the last SPIL.
   >> Rodney:  I can read that.
So what we have is we did receive right before that SPIL committee meeting this is Rodney I'm sorry, a notification from Bob Williams who is the head of the administration on community living, our Federal administration.
I can actually read it because it's kind of legal and Leamon is here from BSBP so I think you know we need to get that out but the notification we received was we know that SPIL amendments will be necessary in 21 states and Michigan would be one of them who receive two part B awards because the state has two DSEs, as final rule makes clear statute permits only one DSE per state because the DSE must be named in the SPIL and must sign it, the change to one DSE is a substantial material change that requires an amendment of the SPIL.
In addition the SPIL must identify how the combined part B allocation will be applied in the network, it should be noted that specific funding to address the needs of consumers in the state who are blind maybe allocated through the SPIL amendment process.
However, this provision will not take effect immediately.
In the next few days the part B award notices funding will be released.
And those are NOAs as the designation.
The NOA will receive and reflect the current SPIL's DSE's funding allocation.
This means that ACL will continue to provide funding to more than one DSE in a state until such time that the state SPIL is amended.
States who require SPIL amendments because of the need to identify one DSE in the state must submit an approvable SPIL to ACL no later than June 30th, 2017, beginning September 30th, 2017 no state will be permitted to have more than one DSE.
    And then they go on to say they are providing technical assistance as well.
    We reached out as staff, we reached out to both the director of MRS and the new director of BSBP informing them that we had been receiving this and I think as Jim kind of said one of our recommendations of that SPIL committee was to reform the SPIL writing team to work on this amendment but there is going to have to be you know a lot of discussions and things going forward.
Some of us here probably have done a SPIL amendment and it's just very similar to what the other SPIL was.
We will have to have a public hearing for the amendment and so forth and I know Sara has something.
   >> Sara:  Thank you for reading that Rodney.
I think that it's important to note that while the Federal clarification removes the need for or the option for two DSEs I think it's important to note that BSBP has been a vital part of our independent living program in Michigan and they have been a vital supporter of the people that have served on this Council and I view this only as a technical change.
I personally don't view it as any other change other than removing your name and signature from the SPIL and everything else that we do at BSBP should be intact because of their vital role they serve for independent living, that is just my opinion.
   >> Gabriella:  BSB the DSE, how will we make that determination.
   >> Sara:  I'll let Rodney answer this as well.
I made a bold assumption.
A very bold assumption but it would be my recommendation, okay and the reason why is that the independent living program, the contracts $12 million of contracts being administered by Michigan Rehabilitation Services.
If we were to change the entity from MRS it poses a whole lot of administration issues and changes for the entire independent living program so I think we have to weigh all of that into our decision.
What we learned, what Rodney and I learned when I was serving as the chair of this Council and we met with the designated state entities what we learned is that when we were recommending the designated state entities for the SPIL the current SPIL is that it's easier to separate them out and have ‑‑ it was easier to have the two entities named as designated state entities because BSBP receives title 7 part B funds and what that did is it allowed the Federal Government to write a check to MRS and a check to BSBP, they did the work at the Federal level.
The change that is going to happen assuming that all things stay the same is the $450,000 in part B funds will come into MRS and MRS has to transfer those funds over to BSBP.
It's more of the administrative challenge within the state it's going to create the need for a memorandum of understanding from what I understand.
There was a variety of challenges and so we all agreed that let's let the feds separate it out.
Now we work with BSBP and MRS of the logistics of making that happen but I hold firm I don't think anything other than the SPIL needs to change other than that is my personal opinion and I don't know if Leamon wants to respond or say anything.
   >> Robin:  The recommendation is to reform the SPIL writing team all right and we have Leamon.
   >> Leamon:  Listening to what Rodney read I understand and hear what has been said and that it's the Federal Government and ACL is saying that we need to have one DSD and I understand that.
It puts BSBP in a position in order that if we are not a part of the entity then the funds that BSBP is obligated to provide to the SPIL then I would have a question what is our representation as compares to the funding that we are obligated to pay and I think that is going to be the question that I guess will have to be worked out with our director as such because like the obligation without representation and I think that is a concern.
   >> Rodney:  And this is Rodney.
I can say I apologize to Leamon we have not had a chance to even meet the new BSBP director yet so I think this is going to be a very important conversation and I don't want to be ‑‑ I really would like to have this conversation with the writing team and the BSBP directors so possibly we can look at a lot of options as well.
   >> Robin:  So we would recommend reforming the writing team and I would recommend adding another Council member on to the writing team for that purpose.
   >> Sara:  Your recommendation is to reconvene the existing writing team which was comprised of Lisa Cook‑Gordon, yourself Robin Bennett, and Dianna‑Maddox who is no longer on the counsel and we need to replace that and to replace the CILs we need to go back to Jim Moore, David Bulkowski and Tamara to determine their level of interest and resume the role with that, that is kind of what we talked about at dinner last night.
   >> Robin:  That is my recommendation.
   >> Sara:  And in my role with Michigan I do not, I would not be eligible to serve on that writing team in that capacity.
   >> Aaron:  This is Aaron Andres and I guess I'm confused because when we originally were talking on the phone with the SPIL Council about this very proposition, I had mentioned the confusion of the fact that I thought that selected members from last meeting were a part of the SPIL committee already so I guess I'm just confused once again because are we trying to revive the old one or add to the new SPIL?  The SPIL committee, writing committee we have currently.
   >> Robin:  What is a good question for clarity, Aaron.
I believe we are talking about two different groups.
The writing committee which was comprised of the people that Sara mentioned, myself, Lisa, Dianna‑Maddox who is no longer on the Council and three CIL representatives.
We were the team that originally help put together the SPIL.
The SPIL committee that you're on is a separate committee sort of over seeing and sort of watching how the implementation of the plan is going forward.
And with this new change of having to figure out what to do with this new requirement from the ACL we are proposing bringing back together that original writing team to decide how to move forward with this amendment that we have to make.
Rodney do you have anything to add.
   >> Rodney:  They Robin this is Rodney I think the intent would be that this amendment is the only mean to redo the writing team in that as time went on after this was over that SPIL committee would essentially become the writing team as we go on.
So I think this is as I understand it program that committee and the need this is kind of a one‑time group that would help with this amendment and then at that point that SPIL committee takes over that writing job process.
   >> Aaron:  Okay.
   >> Robin:  Thank you, Rodney, for helps us clear that up.
    Do we have any more that we want to hear from the SPIL committee report.
   >> Jim:  This is Jim, that concludes the ‑‑ this is Jim Whalen that concludes the report and discussion I believe, thanks Robin.
   >> Robin:  Thank you, Jim.
   >> Sara:  May I ask one clarifying question.
   >> Jim:  It's not concluded.
   >> Sara:  Sorry.
This is due to the fact I missed last month's meeting I apologize my daughter got married and I just couldn't deviate from those plans.
But Jim is the role of the committee to ‑‑ you guy also be monitoring the SPIL and will be presenting monitoring reports and taking a lead of the monitoring reports kinds of out of the staff's hands and you are leading the monitoring report efforts and with that stated how frequently are you presenting monitoring reports to the Council, is it the same frequency as the current reports.
   >> Jim:  Yes.
Note that this is Jim Whalen yes that is the intent so, again, and then as we move forward and it won't be to Aaron's question it won't be that far in the future then with the writing process starts again so because quite frankly the SPIL is the second word in that acronym is planning and that has to be a constant process given our needs in our state so I know Aaron is anxious to engage in that process and I hope near the end you are still as anxious but anyway, yeah, so yes the reports will be much like we had in the past on the same schedule.
   >> Joe:  Excuse me parliamentary inquiry wasn't there a motion on the floor.
   >> Robin:  I'm sorry Joe this time is only for Council members.
   >> Joe:  Was there a motion on the floor.
   >> Sara:  I would be happen to make a motion to accept the reports.
   >> Robin:  I was looking for the motion that was coming up.
   >> Sara:  I'm making a moment to accept the reports as presented by the committees.
   >> Lisa:  I'll second it.
This is Lisa Cook‑Gordon I second it.
   >> Robin:  All right thank you, Lisa.
All those in favor of accepting and placing on file the committee reports say aye.
   >> Aye.
   >> Robin:  And those against say nay.
All right we will place those on file.
    Now I know it's been a bit of a talk so why don't we take a ten‑minute break for people who need to step out and stretch their legs and then we will come back and get through a bit more and then lunch hopefully so all right ten‑minute break, we will meet back here at 11:20.
    [Recess]

   >> Robin:  We will do staff operations.
   >> Rodney:  We are back here, this is Rodney, so the staff ‑‑ I'm happy to go over the staff operations report and what is in the packet is essentially the quarterly report that we submit to our two funders MRS and BSBP so that is a copy of the report that we submit but I would be happy to go over it.
It does link to last year's work plan so going forward when we see that it will match the current work plan which mirrors the new SPIL.
That particular work plan covered the work that we did for the last quarter of fiscal 16 so I would be happy to answer any questions on it but that it's our standard quarterly report to our funders.
   >> Robin:  Do we have anyone on the phone with a question, Council members for the quarterly narrative report?  All right, I'm not seeing any in the room either so I will make a recommendation for the motion to accept and place on file the fourth quarterly staff operations report.
   >> Aaron:  So moved.
   >> Robin:  All right thank you.
   >> Sara:  Support, this is Sara, support.
   >> Robin:  Thank you Sara all those in favor say aye.
   >> Aye.
   >> Robin:  All those again say nay.
All right that will be put on file.
Next is the executive director report and that can be given by Rodney again go for it.
   >> Rodney:  Thank you, Robin so kind of what I had on the director's report it's a shorter time period than we met from last meeting so it's about a month's worth of activity since our last business meeting.
I think we pretty much covered the action that we are taking with the requirement of the SPIL amendment and the notification from ACL.
Again, I did inform both DSE directors of the need for the amendment and the legal notification as well and did receive response back from both of them understanding that we will be working on that.
    As Leamon spoke about there is potential budget ramification going into the future.
We are working on presenting scenarios and the process of analyzing the budget on any potential impact to SILC operations because of this.
So we have scenarios that we can also evaluate if necessary.
So that covers kind of the notification from ACL.
Robin you spoke a little bit earlier on the executive committee on our request from the California SILC.
We received in the office a request from California SILC to visit their Council at one of their Council meetings and present on collaborative activities with the CIL network data and how it's been utilized to increase capacity in the network including data reporting, funding capacity, all levels to it.
The presentation was very similar to one that Sara, Steve Locke and I did at the SILC Congress two years ago and also similar to the ILRU webinar that Steve Locke, Sara and I did, it was a lot of enjoyment to be there.
It was great communication with their network.
It was great to see another state especially you know that large of a state with the diversity on their counsel to get some experience with that.
The presentation we were quite open in explaining how the collaborative events happened, how we have gotten together on data, how we have worked as one network.
It was interesting to see kind of you know where they are at from a collaborative standpoint and where they would like to go.
But it was a very well received presentation I believe and, again, California SILC did cover the funding for that so that did not come out of our ‑‑ any of our funding as well.
    As SILC staff we continue to support net CIL and the database system.
Since the last Council meeting we facilitated two group meetings, prepared agendas, minutes and also in support of that.
As staff as we have been taking a look and invited to view the upcoming changes to ACLs intake system for uploading reporting and the SPIL so we have been able to get kind of a first look at that while it's in a beta testing stage and been able to make comments and consideration on that.
    Again, we have also been working collaboratively with the CIL network with the DSE on improvements to them, to the database system, internal control systems in it that help ensure accountability and improvement.
The other area SILC has identified several qualified candidates to fill the advocacy coordinator role.
We just had a series of interviews this week.
We hope to have had that person online prior to this meeting but coordination and travel schedules prevented the final decision.
We are looking at one more interview sent and have three candidates that are going to be contacted next week for that interview set.
The expected time of the hire should be you know the first week of December and as staff we are really excited about what these candidates are going to bring to the Council.
    And then just the final part is SILC staff continued its role, Sara is also a cochair of this, as region five representative to SILC Congress and working on those things as well as having conversations as part of the community ‑‑ the statewide community needs assessment team as well.
So I would be happy to take any questions on staff operations since we met last.
Go ahead.
   >> Gabriella:  It's Gabriella.
Where are we with communications?
   >> Rodney:  Where were are as communication we have a communications consultant that we started to work with.
They have presented us with a list of things that they are going to need to increase the communication efforts, the social media, everything along with that.
We have started the process of putting the infrastructure in place to do that.
I very much expect that the advocacy coordinator is going to be working with our communication consultant very closely.
So I think we are in a good spot with that.
They have been making a lot of great suggestions, things that we need to get in place, things that we need to have.
We are planning a listening tour event, a public hearing, we wanted to have that public hearing at Oakland university and they are instrumental in getting all this coordinated.
The issue there is Oakland University wants a $1 million insurance bond for the day there so we are looking at moving it possibly to Rochester library but the communications people we have reached out to some of the students with disabilities groups at Oakland University and professors there to also be part of that listening event so they are confident that we can get a lot of media especially in southeast Michigan for this radio interviews so I think it's going to really when that advocacy coordinator we are going to see a big boost in that area.
   >> Gabriella:  So the events are there to hire a part time communications coordinator, is Lucille or talking about Dan Sharon?  Can you be more specific.
   >> Rodney:  This is the communications coordinator that we are working with is Venessa Dagarmo she was recommended by Dan Sharon.
Dan had a conflict of interest and he didn't feel comfortable so he wanted to put us on with someone.
They have been outstanding.
They have a lot of reputation for effective communication so we have just started moving in to work with them.
They are having ‑‑ we've had one monthly kind of conference call communication with them where they outlined some of the things they would like to see from us and what they need from us to go forward so I think we are in a really good position.
I think that having this as a contract gives us a lot more flexibility than having a part time person.
I think the amount of funds that a part time person would have versus having this level of professionalism that we are getting here and experience is going to be a much more effective use of the funds to get our media voice out.
   >> Robin:  Thank you, Rodney, for that report.
    Next we have the year end report for the 2014‑2016 SPIL and I will hand that over to Rodney again.
   >> Are you getting tired of talking.
   >> Rodney:  In looking we did post the SPIL year end report and this would have been the final SPIL report.
There was not a great deal that had changed from the last SPIL report other than to take a look at all of the things and I apologize let me bring it up here real quick so I'm referencing it.
So in taking a look at kind of where we are at with it, and this is a report that is on the previous SPIL.
This would be the SPIL that had just completed as of September 30th.
There were nine objectives in that SPIL.
There was 27 measurable indicators that were in that SPIL.
Essentially nine of them remained on target and completed and approximately 26 of the 27 were completed so it was what I think I would deem as a very successful portion as to what we were trying to do with that SPIL.
The only area that did not have a completion would have responded around the recreation of the youth leadership forum but that is in process, I don't know if Jim you wanted to speak to that any.
I apologize I did not prepare you ahead of time on that.
    I can answer questions on that but I think overall it's a good report.
I think it's taking a look at a lot of the measurable objectives that we sat out in that SPIL were completed.
I think the data service for the individual independent living services is not available yet because it's still being uploaded.
I think that at the end of December can be placed in there so there is a one total final report that shows the service level completions and then along with the objective outcomes and so forth.
    Some of the things I can speak of from a data standpoint is we are now able to tell you know start to try and answer some questions that we have had like if someone works for independent living center with VR is their VR outcome better achieved and so forth.
So a lot of database line questions that we needed in that SPIL have been set.
And I think it's in a very good position.
I don't know, Jim, did you want to speak on YLF.
   >> Jim:  No.
   >> Rodney:  There is more to come on that.
I think that is still being discussed and everything.
I apologize Jim.
   >> Jim:  No apology necessary.
   >> Rodney:  I can answer any questions on this but it is a report that is available and like I said that would be the only, you know, measurable indicator that really was no action, well there is a lot of action taken on it but it wasn't completed.
   >> Robin:  I believe we have a comment from Sara.
   >> Sara:  This is Sara.
Thank you Rodney.
I guess it's more of a request for the future SPIL monitoring report of the SPIL committee is that we can have a cumulative report from year to year so it's a three‑year SPIL because I was just ‑‑ I tell you why I'm recommending that.
It's more about impact.
I just added up the number of people we transitioned out of nursing homes, it's over 4,000 people over the SPIL period.
This last SPIL period and that is pretty exciting.
It would be nice to show that in that methodology to see the total impact over the years.
   >> Robin:  I echo that sentiment, it would be really helpful I think to you know all Council members to see what kind of impact the plan that we create and put work into and show up to see how it's going what kind of impact it's actually having.
   >> Lisa:  This is Lisa Cook‑Gordon and I think it would be effective to do that for the next SPIL writing because you can evaluate the goal and objectives you set out to do and then have a look at where do we need to go from here, have we achieved them, do we need to expand on that, that kind of thing.
   >> Jim:  This is Jim Whalen and I want to add one thing to this discussion which is if we report on a cumulative basis and tie that into the writing process then we know which of our, you know, our goals objectives are more descriptive of things we do well and we want to keep in and which ones are more prescriptive and helpful in the planning process so I would agree that it's a good idea to keep those numbers up front as best as we can.
   >> Gabriella:  It's Gabriella so I'm sure you can anticipate my question.
Sara just shared an amazing statistic piece of news with us, was there a press release that went out?  Who is going to write it?  It's a great story, did a reporter pick up on it?  Did we pitch the media on it?  Et cetera et cetera.
We have to kind of also I know there is so much for staff to do, maybe we need a media committee, I don't know that you guys feed Council members this stuff and those of us who are in communications and marketing can kind of get this stuff out there, help with the writing of a press release or give you a template that you can use and this is like there is probably with so much going on almost a weekly press release that comes out of SILC office or maybe you want to put that on the agenda for discussion for another time.
We have to toot our horn.
   >> Robin:  Is there any more discussion from Council members on the phone?  
Hearing none, we will move on to partner reports.
I know that we because of the holiday happy Veterans Day we have a few of our partners who have the day off and were not able to be here.
But I know there is one report from LIO that was in your packet and actually I went to the website and looked at some of the photos and things of some of these programs that are doing and it ‑‑ they just look like they are doing outstanding work so make sure you look at that and check out the website, I believe it's mde‑lio.com, yes Sara has a comment.
   >> Sara:  I feel I'm making Tracy have good exercise the link ‑‑ I opened up the website the link for the LIO goes to the annual SPIL report.
   >> Robin:  Really.
   >> Sara:  You obviously read it.
   >> Robin:  I got it and mine was in the right part.
   >> Rodney:  I hit it and it opened up the LIO.
   >> Sara:  You are going through your e‑mail and I'm going on the website.
   >> Rodney:  It popped right up.
   >> Robin:  I don't know if we have anyone in the room who would like to give a report.
Jim or Rodney on the April conference.
   >> Rodney:  I would be happy to give something on the April conference.
   >> Jim:  You can and I can add.
   >> Rodney:  So I can go and speak, try and confidence this as much as possible because there is a lot at the April conference that happened over a couple of days.
I did have the honor to present with Council member Jim Whalen and Tamara Collier from Disability Network, Disability Network I apologize in Muskegon on tracking outcome datas and youth programs for CILs so that was actually a very enjoyable presentation that we had there but there was probably you know April focuses on rural independent living and so there is a good keynote from Bob Williams who is the director at ACL and he went over some really interesting statistics there from the University of Montana.
There is really four major issues related to disability especially newly acquired ones.
The majority of children live with a disability live in a rural area.
When disabilities is obtained the majority will have to move to a rural area due to practical reasons essentially cheaper rent, persons with disabilities living in rural areas have impenetratable barriers to IL services and supports and the CILs and SILCs in those rural areas face shortages to provide services and gaps in those services.
    That was a pretty impactful portion of his presentation that I think would be important for you know the SPIL writing team or the full Council to keep in mind when discussing SPIL, discussing SPILs.
The ACL update I think we pretty much went through, you know, along with what was necessary there.  I think that has been more than covered.
    April gave an update on their advocacy efforts that they are doing there and almost all of those April's advocacy efforts and surveys that they have done of all the CILs and SILCs in the nation have rated transportation and essentially the number one and as far as they are concerned only advocacy effort that needs to be had, that transportation goes to the essence of independent living by allowing you to have the ability to live wherever you would like to in the lifestyle you would like to choose.
It limits the ability to get personal care supports and almost any other supports and they view that as a fundamental civil rights issue.
    As well as I did attend the roundtable that was also listed by Bob Williams, Kelly Buckland from NICL and chairman of the April Billy Alton who is the director of April as well, as well as CIL director and youth representatives and it was a really good conversation to hear kind of the history of IL, they talked about you know IL is in its fifth decade and each decade has had a very specific function, the first decade you know IL just started to exist and the second it started to grow, in the third it is standardizing services and the fourth decade it is extending to new populations and then you know we are now in our fifth decade and taking a look at where do we go next.
    The other part of the roundtable was I'm talking about youth development, how can ACL better support youth development leadership improvement.
And the discussion focused around pulling youth in earlier, coming up, with a common disability history that can be taught in schools as part of the curriculum, expansion of youth leadership forums, and they would like to see ACL become an advocate inside of HHS to take a look at some of those programs in HHS and what IL could bring to those in the IL philosophy could show them their thoughts and programming.
    And just the final portion I'll add did attend there was a great breakout session on SILC financial management and financial procedures.
We are using information that we brought back from that at the finance committee to take a look and make sure our financial policies are correct and have the necessary internal controls and so forth.
So we are using information that we received in that session at the finance committee as well.
And Jim I can let you add to this as well.
   >> Jim:  Just a couple.
Thanks Rodney.
Rodney covered it really well in terms of you know the SILC perspective and I would add two things that with my April/SILC hat on and one would be in addition to transportation and although this didn't get emphasized too much at the public presentation in the board meeting that I attended where we talked about the results of a survey that went out, you know nationwide survey.
That got a lot of responses quite frankly but not enough and it went out to centers for independent living primarily, right, so we will have ourselves to blame for not enough.
But in terms of the April membership that went out to about 400 respondents so that is not horrible, it's not great but I'm going to talk something about that fifth decade of IL and what was discussed in the April board meeting and discussed the continuing and why it's relevant to this Council.
    The second leading topic in that survey other than the transportation was the need to return to fundamental knowledge base of disability rights, the disability laws and the disability rights and I think as we evolve and get older which is sub text for more experience, whatever you want to come in we sometimes forget the importance of the fundamentals and so as a sub text for the transportation advocacy that April is going to do we want to spread the word there is a need for fundamentally staying on the disability rights, the disability laws and that we have a generation now of youth who enjoy to some extent the rights provided by the ADA.
And the reason I bring that up was something that was a discussion a month ago in the April context is that and I'm going there, in our current political environment there is going to have to be some vigilance on the disability rights movement and I would encourage the Council members not to workout of a hate or defense position but an education position because that is what within April we are working on and that was a discussion that happened in our board meeting so for those of you who are it's not all about transportation, there is an under current of we have to also stick with the fundamentals.
The other part I want to say about Michigan's participation in the April conference because it's important is that, with Tamara and Rodney and I presenting and then some other staff people attending, you know, any sort of negative publicity is pretty much getting erased so it's important we stay involved in these organizations that are accepting of the efforts like our use of data, it's important that we keep pushing those things and quite frankly I applaud the folks around this table for continuing to sponsor participation in those things so I'm going to end it with that.
   >> Robin:  Thank you so much.
I know we have the Leamon Jones here from BSBP we would love to hear from him.
   >> Leamon:  Thank you.
I have a very brief report.
One I would like to just say that by now everyone knows we have a new director, his name is William Robinson and you would be glad to meet him.
We ended the fiscal year with all of our reports and are being compiled at this particular time and things are moving along in very good form.
We are continuing to reach out to provide additional services.
The key is in the vocational program is to meeting the laws of the new legislation and that is a continual process.
    At this point the staff are at the national conference in San Diego which will be wrapping up today and probably have some additional information regarding some of those requirements.
I suppose independent living program we are continuing to provide the services.
We added new staff, additional staff that will enable us to meet some of the objectives there, provide additional services and so that is about where we are.
Again as I said we completed our fiscal year on time and our reports are being compiled.
We are currently working on some of the year end reports like the 70B report as well as a portion of that is 504 and we will be working with Rodney and getting some of that information but at the opportunity time that is kind of where BSBP is and looking forward to a productive year.
   >> Gabriella:  This is Gabriella I just have a question about the needs assessment survey how long is the survey going to be open and who is going to be analyzing the results.
   >> Leamon:  Yes.
   >> Rodney:  I can answer that and Sara is also a part of that team.
I believe that survey stays open until January, does it not, Sara.
   >> Sara:  I'm e‑mailing sue right now.
   >> Rodney:  It's with Michigan State University and they do the survey of it and they produce the report at that point.
So I'm not sure exactly how long it stays open.
We have links to it on the SILC site and SILC social media but it is a project excellence is the name of the organization out of Michigan State that will review it and do the data analysis.
   >> Lisa:  My comment goes back to the report that you did, Jim, on the fact that we needed to inform and educate on independent living services with the current political environment and I agree with it and I'm looking at advocacy and building coalitions and things like that and I'm wondering is that something that SILC will eventually look at?  Is there something at the national level where we could join in those activities in more educating?  What do you see happening in that realm.
   >> Jim:  So I'm just going to comment to that and specifically one thing that I actually absolutely see happening is you know that this SILC is in some ways advanced because of the support that happens for us and I'm putting my CIL hat on for us at CILs but at the national level I think maybe there are two things that might help, one is if we send folks to the SILC Congress and I'm not ‑‑ you know, honesty be told I'm not a big fan of the SILC Congress for many reasons although I think just the comment or the question you just asked at this point I think there is going to be some coming together around, you know, what basically we have to do with regard to that education piece.
Also and this is where I will toot April's horn again we are trying to figure out how we are going to actively pursue that and for SILC members in particular there was an ILRU bulletin that had some SILC related stuff on it just recently and if you go in the link in that you will find some ways that we can contribute or be informed by that.
What is going to be odd for those of you who start to dip into this thing is you will find out that in some ways Michigan is way ahead of the curve, right, in some ways we complain about the flavor of our Champaign is a statement I like to talk about.
In some ways, you know, we are disconnected.
And that whenever I go to a national conference I realize that applies to every state, right, but there will be a push for education, youth education, member education, one of April's main pushes right now within our organization is called the future track movement which is making sure throughout centers for independent living in what we do that we build organizations that don't forget the fundamentals that are built on that.
I can sure see how that would also work with SILCs because we are by nature transient bodies, we have people come on and off and centers because of inadequate funding and have employees come on and off so building those organizations is an effort what is being consciously looked at so get involved I guess because now is the time.
   >> Lisa:  This is Lisa again I think you hit the nail on the head as far as educational members with the SILC and that but I'm also thinking about legislatures that were just elected and the fact the policy makers that really need to be educated on independent living services and individuals with disabilities considering what happened during the campaign and so I would hope that we would keep that in mind about education for policy makers.
   >> Robin:  Thank you very much for that Lisa.
I think we are ready to break for lunch, we are going to take 15‑20 minutes and then come back for ‑‑ well, you are probably going to have your lunch here anyway, but so get your lunch, come back in and we will have a lunch presentation.
    [Recess]

   >> Robin:  All right we are back, I'll call this meeting back to order after lunch and we are passing it over to Jim Whalen for an IL network update.
   >> Jim:  So just for clarity sake, I'm going to try to kill ‑‑ trying to meet two needs with one presentation, I don't kill birds with stones, I don't need violence, however, in terms of the IL network I want to sort of present what is going on in the network from the last couple month's perspective and two things I think that this Council needs to know and understand is that we are as always in constant pursuit of resources, constant pursuit of processes that work for us and we are working diligently on a couple of projects, one being sort of that the thing that Sara alluded to the 4,000 nursing facility transitions, we are working as a network to refine and redesign that process so that we can do even more from the CIL process and funding resource stream that is one major thing we are working on.
We continue to work on with MRS and other folks, school districts, youth transition services and meeting not only the legal mandates of WIOA but also the sort of moral mandates, the civil rights mandates outlined in WIOA to do better by our youth and we are working on that and there are glitches but it's being worked on.
One of the things that never happens as fast as yours truly would want to happen is that the network, the CILs are working directly with some of the new preemployment Counselors, transition services Counselor with MRS have been involved in a cotraining, one of the things that happened in October was the 13 so since our last meeting we participated in what was sort of the first ever cotraining of the prees Counselors with IL staff in the room and learning together on some things which is a big step in the right direction so they are really positive things and all kinds of elements that we are doing.
Also as a network we are, you know, in a process of really looking at how the network supports individual centers and the network as a whole in terms of things like program design, you know, business strategy, all of those things that are important organizational development, things that we often ignore but if we don't look at those as a network we tend to get caught up in the same cycles of mistakes because we just function daily versus intentionally long‑term strategically so the network is spending some time in these few months doing that.
And that is important stuff and I guess I would say a little bit of that is happening on Council too.
And so it's important when we talk this morning about you know how the finance proposal process goes and that is about real growth to do real intentional things, right, and so I just want to encourage that kind of behavior, it's not easy, right, because we cycle back between what is happening today and what is happening long‑term, the infrastructure piece and so that is sort of the network's report is that you know we are working hard both internally and externally, right, and you might not see it in the paper so often and that is I guess I will command Gabriella prompt of let's make sure the SILC and the network puts out those numbers right because that is important because a lot of the behind the scenes drudgery and skulduggery and positive strategizing never makes it the light of day, that whole sense we don't want to see how you make your sausages but I'm telling you that really good work is being done on the network level.
    So that part of my report and now I want to go to sort of a secondary thing.
You've heard in the finance report about the IL summit, right, and how the network sort of joined together and had this event and that it may be very good for the SILC to be involved in sort of the next IL summit event.
And so out of that summit a group of the youth staff from around the network so to speak but not sanctioned, not charged, you know, decided that, you know, to assess their own abilities to provide these services and decided that what is needed especially for the group of 14‑16‑year‑olds is the kind of training that some of the centers had, right, and so as a part of participating Mike Bears who is the speaker participating in the life conference that was born of Mike came to the IL summit and presented and was introduced to some folks here, reintroduced to some other folks here and Mike himself, you know, I have known Mike since he was a kid so I can't say anything but he is one of the premier youth advocates in the country and was invited to come to the life summit and that life 101 event and was invited to speak as a keynote speaker as with yours truly and thank God I won't be available.
And so then from there was sprung wouldn't it be great if the youth workers in our network could experience basically what is a peer mentoring process that April started because it jump starts the ability for many youth programs to serve in a school setting and outside a school setting and in a sort of way that the YLF also does this 14‑16‑year‑old, 14‑17‑year‑old group very efficiently in terms of self advocacy, disability awareness, history, philosophy, communication, all of those things and so you know since Mike comes from Montana wouldn't it be good if we could do this and the youth services professionals at several centers not just blue water because we have already done it.
We could be saying we don't need that, right, but other centers around the state said you know this would be really great, they got to meet Mike, they wanted to get that training and they have heard trainings on the national level how these curriculums and how these trainings work and so just to add a little clarity of what was voted is the sponsorship of basically the life conference, you know, but more so, more so this adjacent two‑day training.
Now the two‑day training introduces and provides a very extensive curriculum, right, introduces classroom event activities that can be done, you know, in groups, individually, all kinds of subject matter, advocacy, communication, everything that you would put in the category of self determination, all of those things that are exercises, ways to do that, what settings to use, accommodations for those, all of that comes in this really compact two‑day training, right, and the statistics that I mentioned before nationally, one professional trained in that training way, that April peer to peer the average is that that professionally impacts somewhere between 65‑80 youth a year, so one training, one of those people being trained across the country does that for each of those youth per year.
And so that's where it specifically ties into our SPIL, our state plan, right?  And not only that, I mean that is a start but not only that but we need those youth to participate on other Councils around the state and our local area and this I guess the best way I can explain it is it super charges those youth.
Mike explains it a different way.
He explains it as it's providing those youth heroin and that is continuing this is the only way they stay connected and it's true.
And so what we voted on essentially is three days of having Mike's expertise and then the two‑day training on the backside of that and what comes with that is technical support from Mike and a committee within April.
It's not just Mike.
There is about eight professionals who also provide technical support for these ongoing youth programs for an entire year.
And when I say a year that is just sort of a makeshift number that April reports on, right, with their funding sources and you know what it means is until we can't stand you any more or you keep changing personnel we will provide technical support.
So per hour, per opportunity that this serves this is really cheap.
I mean this is really cheap and I'll be happy same thing else if that clarifies what was voted on and I recognize, you know, the fact that this was short notice and the other thing we talked about in our discussion was building the process by which people requested stuff from CIL.
This just has a very, very short timeframe, anyway that is what I will submit for the report and if you have questions let me know.
   >> Robin:  I believe we have a question from Sara.
   >> Sara:  So contrary to what people might think in my role at disability Michigan I had no idea, this is super exciting Michael bears was a big hit at our independent living summit and I know the life conference happens every year it's something that in my role with Michigan I've never been involved with and also just want to know I was not in the room, I had a disability Michigan board meeting at the time you discussed this so I appreciate the information about it and with the amount of work that we are putting to youth what a great thing to invest in and professional development and I guess I can't even begin to tell you how awesome Michael Bears is.
   >> Aaron:  Just to clarify the conference is a week, not a day.
   >> Jim:  Three days.
   >> Aaron:  Three.
   >> Jim:  Three days, two nights.
   >> Aaron:  Fair enough, thank you.
   >> Robin:  Thank you so much Jim.
I know we have a few more minutes until public comment but I think we will go ahead and start it now and I'll go ahead and read the public comment statement.
Members of the public who wish to speak will be called on by the chairperson.
You will be allowed five minutes as an individual and five minutes if you are the designated representative of a group.
The public must address the Council and not utilize this time engaging in dialog with members of the Council.
During breaks we will have the opportunity to meet and engage in such dialog.
Members of the public are requested to refrain from repetitious comment during this portion of the agenda.
Do I have anyone in the room who wishes to give public comment?  
Seeing nobody I will go to the phones, do I have anyone on the phone who wishes to give public comment?  I heard from two different people so I will let Mr. Harcz go first.
   >> Ladies first, I'll defer to Eleanor.
   >> Eleanor you have five minutes, you can begin whenever you are ready.
   >> Eleanor:  Thank you, dear Michigan SILC Council members I see from the financial reports that Mike Hamm is in the SILC budget to finance Disability Network West Michigan's media campaign by public relations firm and does not intend to bring this quote major spending to the full Council for consideration.
Public relations firm has counseled Disability Network West Michigan to engage the law firm Warner, Norcross and Judd to threaten, intimidate and coerce consumers to forfeit their first amendment rights these actions constitute retaliation under the rehabilitation act and the Americans with Disabilities Act and are obviously not an appropriate use of taxpayer dollars.
Is the SILC funding these unethical and illegal activities?  Mike Hamm is a current board member at Disability Network West Michigan.
It's a major conflict of interest for him to be funneling SILC dollars to his organization especially when those dollars are being used for illegal purposes and even more so when that purpose is to illegalize and criminalize this and this quote major spending has never been discussed at any open meeting.
I have repeatedly requested the SILC resource plan but receive only financial reports in response which does not in any way specify how much major spending the SILC has allocated for this media campaign.
What services are being purchased and from whom?  I know many of you are new to the SILC and you may have heard some terrible things about us.
I ask you to please focus on the concerns being brought to your attention.
Your treasurer just got caught with his hand in the piggy bank, this matter requires your immediate attention.
The attacks on consumers need to stop immediately.
>> Robin:  All right, moving on to Mr. Harcz you have five minutes.
   >> Joe Harcz citizen advocate who happens to be blind, I want to echo what Eleanor said, this also going to the application of the state board to follow the public meetings act and to follow‑up with the pre from of information act I informed you all that all the committees must give notice and must be able to undiscernible so is the Michigan Attorney General.
We did not even have our SPIL writing team open to the public and none of these EC meetings, financial meetings or SPIL team meetings were given notice.
    Two, whenever a citizen of the state requests from the head of the enemy any information a failure to respond is a violation of the freedom of information act.
These are obligations.
This goes to even informing prior to this meeting board members or members of the SILC, we have some very important things this morning like having to amend the state plan and public documents from ACL that were not released before this meeting and not [indiscernible]
This goes to conflict of interest and conflict of interest laws in this state is people voted on a $12000 SILC funding for agencies that they are engaged with.
Ms. Grivetti wants to just go to network.
She is the chair.
I assume she is the one who made that proposal.
By law people are supposed to do is disclose their conflict of interest and report for voting on it and I'm not saying anything about whether that is a good program or not, I don't know.
We don't have enough information.
And it also goes to Mr. Will because he is a part of the Disability Network to simply state I have a conflict of interest, and this is what it is, I work for this organization, this is state Federal money going to work.
    The other thing and it is a very important consideration, you know, although Mr. Jones got cutoff on my end, it went blank on the phone but our resource plan is going to be extremely impacted by this decision.
And the final I just totally gruesome when I hear Mr. Whalen talk about the need for ADA training and hire youth and what not when I and several other people with disabilities were refrained from even attending our ADA celebration which by the way was on U.S. Constitution day because we are carrying leaflets and carrying a message and in direct violation of our known civil rights and civil rights of adults.
The former chair played a major role in this document in the public record, in the public record and so did the SILC by absence of even, even objecting to that horrendous onslaught against adults with disability who use wheelchairs and use white canes and who were denied entry under the coat of arms and no less of which by the way I was arrested for simply trying to attend my own free public event.
That is the most horrendous onslaught of known civil rights of people with disabilities I ever saw and this body [indiscernible]
This body and personnel on it engaged in violation of the very civil rights which you are supposed to systemically protect.
    The other thing is where is our systems advocate?  You know, that is very cloudy to me and I'm going to make a formal request right now for all the correspondences related to the amendments that are required between the two DSEs which we are only supposed to have one and the public official Mr. Rodney Craig which he denoted earlier in this meeting.
That is AFO IA request ladies and gentlemen.
Those are public records.
We have the right to them.
And I want yesterday.
   >> Robin:  I'm sorry Mr. Harcz your time is up.
Is there anyone else on the phone who wishes to give public comment?  I'm not hearing anybody so that will close the public comment portion of our agenda and we will move on to a presentation by Tamara Collier executive director of Disability Network West Michigan.
Hi Tamara thanks for being here.
I'll let you get set up.
   >> Tamara:  Good afternoon.
   >> Robin:  Good afternoon.
   >> Tamara:  It's good OB here with all of you, I'm here to update you on what has been happening with our organization over the last two years.
For the better part of two years the organization I'm very proud to lead Disability Network West Michigan has been the target of vicious and liable statements and allegations that target our very character and threaten our ability to operate effectively.
This aggressive and relentless campaign has been waged by two women with personal axes to grind whose allegations are completely unfounded and their refusal to react racially is both a distraction and a disgrace.
For months we have done everything in our power to address the concerns raised by Eleanor can't for an employee of the national Council for independent living and her mother Dharma Cantor and most have been posted on a web page in social media platforms operated under the name pure action alliance.
We've met with them, listened to them, allowed them to speak at our board meetings and done everything in our power to help them see how fractured and frivolous their accusations are but they still continued to hurl their disparaging and insulting epithets and attacked me directly alleging I'm not disabled and instead faking it to collect a paycheck.
They first accused disability network West Michigan employees of not having significant enough disabilities and then they accused those with visibility disabilities of being tokens, intimating that they provide no useful function and accused us of violating the open meetings act and does not apply to an organization other than governmental bodies and not compliant with state and Federal regulations.
Tired of just attacking my team and me they began complaining to state officials.
In March of this year Michigan Rehabilitation Services requested that the Michigan Department of Health and human services office of quality control or quality assurance and internal control conduct a review of Disability Network West Michigan.
Based upon their unfounded accusations of fraud, noncompliance with Federal regulations when it comes to consumer control failure to conduct open meetings and a variety of other negative accusations.
MDHHS conducted a review of the accusations made to determine if there was validity and fed regulations and they conducted an extensive and thorough for a 15 month timeframe ending March 15, 2016.
They recently issued a final report which fully exonerates Disability Network West Michigan.
The report found absolutely no evidence of any violations of Federal or state law or one of Michigan's centers for independent living.
The report noted there was no evidence of peer action alliance as a formal legal organization of any kind, accusations and complaints posted on their web page and on social media were made by a group of disgruntled former employees, Disability Network West Michigan complied with Federal consumer control requirements exceeding mandated requirements and representation of directors, employees and decision making positions and staff with significant disabilities.
    Furthermore it was determined by DHHS that pure action alliance did not identify any evidence that they as an organization have tax exempt status, are incorporated or have obtained any other form of legal standing.
As such it appears peer action alliance is an unincorporated group of individuals led by the unhappy Dharma Cantor and Eleanor Cantor, we hope that this report once and for all lays to rest the unfounded complaints that have been distracting our team from our mission to advocate, educate employ and provide resources for persons with disabilities in West Michigan.
We are continuing though to take steps to share the positive work that Disability Network West Michigan is doing in our community and we are prepared to take appropriate steps to address continued false and liablest accusations.
We are refocusing on the business of helping people and doing it without this growing distraction.
It's only fair to the people of West Michigan with disabilities who deserve the right to pursue fulfilling independent lives.
We have not received any funds for any of the efforts that we are making using both attorneys and public relations media professionals.
    I would like to direct you to our website Disability Network wm.org and to our Facebook page under the same name Disability Network West Michigan where we routinely update information and share success stories of our consumers.
Thank you for allowing me to speak with you today and I would welcome any questions you may have.
    [Applause]

   >> Robin:  Thank you so much Tamara, does anybody have any questions or Aaron?
   >> Aaron:  Do we know this is Aaron Andres do we know if this person is doing this while she is working or while she is employed with the agency she is employed with and if so why isn't the employee agency done something to prohibit her from saying these things on working time if she is doing them while she is working?  Do you know anything of that answer.
   >> Tamara: .
   >> Jim:  That question has been raised.
   >> Tamara:  I do not know her.
   >> I can answer that question for you.
   >> Sara:  No you can't.
   >> Robin:  This time is for Council members.
   >> This is for advocates and it's time to smear advocates.
>> Tamara:  I do not know Mrs. Cantor's work schedule.
I do know that she has sent us various forms of communication and various postings on social media websites during.
   >> This is slander.
   >> Tamara:  Often during business hours.
   >> This will not be tolerated and you should hear me say that.
   >> Aaron:  Okay.
   >> Robin:  Any other thoughts from Council members?  Yes.
   >> Sara:  So I just feel like we need to clarify for the public record my understanding is SILC with SILC resources are paying a communications firm for SILCs public relations.
I'm not clear on what the allegations were earlier about any public comment about Mr. Hamm directing SILC funds to your organization Tamara.
Can you clarify, I know you just said it but I would like it clarified there is no exchange, if there is no exchange of funds between SILC and your organization.
   >> Look at the financial reports and the minutes it says it right in there, that was Mr. Harcz.
   >> Tamara:  We received no funds from any resources at all.  All of the money we expended have been of our own funds and I'm not clear of the comment earlier but we received no money from anyone.
   >> Joe:  Look at the financial minutes, look it's right in there, it says for media campaign, for Disability Network West Michigan.
   >> Robin:  All right, if there is no further.
   >> Sara:  I have another one sorry.
   >> Robin:  We have one more.
   >> Sara:  Can you explain for us the extent of damage that has been done in your community with your community relations.
   >> Tamara:  So the things I have referred to started approximately two years ago.
I have been the executive director for about 19 months so this started, this predated my on boarding as an executive director.
I have received numerous calls and had numerous meetings with many business associates public officials, our community foundation, several individuals in the community that are just questioning and wondering about us.
It has had ‑‑ we had a very challenging time fundraising, we've had a challenging time recruiting staff, recruiting board members and retaining staff due to the barrage of accusations that the organization has received so.
   >> That is what happens when you do the wrong thing.
   >> Tamara:  That is the issue especially for the last year and so, you know, we want that to stop.
We have been exonerated from any wrongdoing.
We've had quite intensive reviews and oversight and we are feeling very good about the work we are doing and the progress we are making to move forward and our hope is that we will be able to restore some of those relationships that have been damaged as a new director coming into the organization you can imagine with all of this kind of heating up right at the same time how people would be a little wondering, you know, about what is going on.
   >> Robin:  Tamara, I have a question have you experienced any sort of problems at like at your center like going on actually at your center has most of this been done through electronic means.
   >> Tamara:  We had a few board meetings that were disrupted and again I want to emphasize that these are not accurate accusations.
They are false.
So we've had board meetings disrupted.
Our staff, there was one occasion when folks came in from the community and that is when I referenced our staff being accused of not having a disability or being tokens so the staff are now a bit on end because that has taken place.
And these are folks with disabilities just really working hard, so they feel pretty beat up.
   >> Robin:  How large is your staff?
   >> Tamara:  I have 17 staff ‑‑ there is 17 employees total.
We have a few part time people on call people and we have drivers that help our staff who are visually impaired.
   >> Rob been:  What is your current ratio of employees with disabilities.
   >> Tamara:  I wrote that down because I thought you might ask.
So of the 17 staff that we have we have four staff who do not identify as having a disability.
Out of the ten board members 8 identified with individuals with significant disability, one board member recently became a staff member so that will change that commendation, two of our board members were former or consumers of our center.
   >> Robin:  Lisa has a question.
   >> Lisa:  This is Lisa Cook‑Gordon, is the copy of the report that you received from the department something you can share with us.
   >> Tamara:  I have given a copy ‑‑ mailed copies of the report and I believe I sent one to our board chair actually, sent one to Rodney so I think he can make that available to you.
I probably within the next few days it will be on our website as well.
   >> Sara:  So you know having been on this Council for three years and the share for those three years and just the challenges we have gone through with even with this Council with concerns and complaints raised about the CIL network, I know that most of the concerns have been really directed at you guys.
I'm sorry.
   >> Robin:  I know this Council has kind of dealt with our own slice of what you have been dealing with and Sara took the brunt of that and we appreciate her professionalism throughout it and her leadership throughout it so thank you Sara.
   >> Sara:  Thank you, I'm sorry.
   >> Tamara:  I appreciate the opportunity to come today and do my best to inform you of what has been happening and what measures we are taking to try to mitigate some of it and to get our staff focused on the work at hand and share the positive works and things that Disability Network is doing and like I said I encourage all of you to check out our Facebook and our web page because we are trying to get the good word out there as much as we can and that is why we engaged public relations to put out the good word about what we are doing, not to do anything negative but we just want to put out the good word and news and information about what we are doing and we will continue to do that.
   >> Robin:  Thank you very much for coming and speaking with us today.
   >> Tamara:  Appreciate it.
   >> Robin:  All right, we will move on to Council development next if Rodney and Sara are prepared to talk to us about whatever Council member should know which I'm sure is a lot, so and in our packets Tracy provided us with a document that I believe is titled what every Council member should know, whatever SILC member should know.
So why don't we all pull that up so we can follow along.
>> Gabriella:  It's not loaded because it's brand new the box.
   >> Rodney:  Everything will be acceptable and it would be on there and you can access it directly from the website and we will be working on other ways to access the information as well through there.
    So this was a while back.
We took a look at ‑‑ this is off the ILRU site that talked about what every SILC member should know and we will try and keep this kind of as brief as possible because we asked every Council member to answer on that form and it had issue areas and it had a "Yes" or "No" or partiality and it's based upon whether Council member understood those areas and in most cases there was some solid knowledge, there was some partiality regarding name, size, location and executive director of each IL in the state and there are 15 of them so it's hard when you are first starting to know that but we are trying to do methods through the Council and what not where you meet each individual director and we vested other CILs for SILC Council meetings to help with that but the one area that kind of was on here was really two areas.
A lot of it related to kind of the technical information of how CIL funding and by definition SILC funding comes through the Federal and state Government to the CILs and SILC.
And I'll let Sara speak to that portion for this, on that, and then the other portion I would like to speak to is SILC is a 501C3 corporation a nonprofit corporation and each of the appointed Council members are board members of that corporation so we receive kind of a questionnaire from the internal control area of DHHS and it's something that the Council members should know as far as how the corporate entity interfaces with state Government and I'll speak to that after Sara can kind of speak a little to the state and Federal funding but these were the two kind of primary areas when we reviewed these documents that Council members were a little bit ‑‑ didn't know the specifics as much as they did about things like IL services and so forth so I'll let Sara speak to the state and Federal funding and I'll be happy to speak to the corporation.
   >> Sara:  To clarify Rodney do you want me to talk about compliance indicators too.
   >> Rodney:  Yes that was the other portion I apologize.
   >> Sara:  So I'm going to verbally share things with you and I'm going to follow‑up with an e‑mail to Rodney or Tracy to disseminate what I'm saying so that you can see it because it's going to be a lot of details so and not expecting you remember it the first time but I have resources that will be helpful to you.
So before I dive too much in the funding let me first tell you that Michigan has 15 federally funded centers for independent living and in 2015 we reached over 32000 people with disabilities.
In addition to that we reached over 138,000 people that through our systems change and disability awareness activities.
    So in total we've touched 170,000 people's lives last year.
    The network of CILs employees around 300 employees that flush waits basis on the day but 300 has been average for the last year and majority of the folks have disabilities of their own physical cognitive and sensory disabilities as well.
And at this point in Michigan who ‑‑ disability Michigan who is my employer but do not represent Disability Network on the Council I represent as an individual with a disability, a disability of Michigan represents the collective voice of Michigan centers for independent living.
So primary work that Disability Network Michigan does is around resource and relationship development and working through the relationships and work closely with Michigan rehabilitation and blind purposes through the Federal rehabilitation act and rehabilitation services inclusive of independent living and extensive employment supports.
    Our program is funded through the administration on community living independent living administration budget and that Federal organization funds the CILs through what they call title seven part C funds.
Michigan gets about 1.9 million dollars of those funds.
And they are divided up according to the SPIL.
    We also get funding called title 7 part B funds.
The statewide independent living Council is responsible for the use of those funds as directed by WIOA.
Currently the CILs receive 222000 dollars of those funds.
    We are the only private not for profit network of organizations that serve all disabilities of all ages as well as supporting our families and our communities.
And currently MRS is the designated state entity that administers the contracts for our state funding.
In addition to the $1.9 million we get in Federal funds, we also get there is a line item in the state budget that is around $12 million.
Please note that we don't realize that full $12 million.
Like I said we have a portion of the part B funds.
We receive $2 million in independent living funds which is known as general fund general purpose dollars which are state funds.
And in addition to that $2 million there is also additional $70,000 that is directed to fund SILC out of the state funds.
They receive about 2.3 million in social security reimbursement funds through our contracts with Michigan Rehabilitation Services and we also receive $1.5 million in contracted services for employment Navigator supports.
Sorry appropriated we receive 1.5 million and does not guaranty the CILs will receive that amount of money in addition we receive about 3.8 million in unemployment supports for youth assuming that the services are purchased by MRS from the CILs.
    So majority of our funding is Federal and state funding in addition we have contracts to do the nursing facility transition services and supports and some CILs also have fee for service relationships with their department of Veterans affairs their agency on aging and community mental health and any other organization that makes sense for them to partner with on a fee for service basis.
    The average CIL budget is around $1.3 million.
The 64% of that coming from state and Federal grants.
And our administrative overhead is in 2015 was about 13% which meant 87 person of resources go in direct services and supports for people with disabilities.
    Can I pause for my questions at this point before I talk about compliance indicators.
   >> Robin:  I have a question, you said the average budget for a sale is 1.3 but does budget vary depending on size, location, what kind of programs are we doing, what is the main thing that that budget would be based on.
   >> Sara:  Thank you for that question.
So the state funding that we get a portion of that state funding it goes through a funding model that the CILs have developed that takes into account the population of the area that they are serving and the geographic square miles they are serving.
In addition there is for the poverty rate is factored into that equation as well.
We place I think we divide up the population factors and it's like 60% of the factor and geographic square miles it's part of the factor because of how the funding arrangement works.
The funding model is something that the CILs determine through their collaborative efforts and they would then tell SILC how they want those funds put into the state plan and the form of the state plan.
The Federal funds are not equally distributed in Michigan but they are almost equally distributed and what we do is we take the Title 7 part B funds and allocate them so that essentially between part B and part C funds it's equal across the 15 CILs.
So the fluctuating is really in the state funds and that again however CIL business model is structured in the communities will determine what other additional revenue they get through fundraising, local contracts and grants or state and Federal contracts and grants.
Other questions?  Rebecca are your eyes glazed over yet?  All right Mairead questions on what I just shared.
   >> Robin:  I would also be interested to understand better how the state plan for independent living directs those funds maybe or how those funds are used.
   >> Sara:  The state plan or SILC through the state plan directs the use of the part B funds and the remainder of the funds are the CILs have to associate their work plan goals with the state plan for independent living so for every CIL has a work plan and there are three year contracts with the Department of Health and human resources and rehabilitation services and they connect them to the SPIL goals and what I will make a note to do is share with you how those work plan goals connect with the state plan goals, Gabriella.
   >> Gabriella:  It is Gabriella I think what Sara said would make a great fact sheet for the website and for all counsel members and looking at the website and I don't know exactly where I can put it.
So yes okay it could maybe be a tag on the home page or I don't know I think I would like to see it right on the home page so you don't have to click on to about us or resources or something but I'll leave that to Rodney.
   >> Sara:  So Rodney I will update what I just shared, it's a fact sheet and what I have but I would like to update with your fiscal 16 numbers and cleanup the funding numbers the document I was reading from was like my use for documents.
    So I also wanted to talk to you about the compliance indicators that the CILs have to follow that is stated in the workforce innovation opportunities act.
And there are six compliance indicators, I thought there were six so there are six compliance indicators and I'm just going to run through them real quickly and give you kind of a general sense of the types of things the CILs have to document to prove compliance with these aspects and the document has extensive detail in it so clients indicator one is around consumer control philosophy and demonstrate consumer control by ensuring our staff and board have more than 50% of the staff reports have disabilities.
And also with 51% of their staff that are in decision making disabilities I'm sure more than 50% of the staff decision making positions must have a disability.
We have to demonstrate the work we do around self help and self advocacy where we teach individuals to advocate for themselves and again our model is not to do for them it's to teach them how to do it themselves.
We also demonstrate control with or consumer controls through peer support activities that we do and the work we do around promoting equal access in our communities and making sure that we are providing all documents and resources in alternative formats.
    Compliance indicator two is about cross disability.
CILs are supposed to develop programs that are across all disabilities.
We are not supposed to use our core funding for services and programs that target a particular disability so a program we offer must be offered to everybody for every disability type.
Under compliance indicator three which is around independent living goals the CILs must maintain consumer service records with the goals set and the goals that are ‑‑ report goals set, goals met and of course goals still in progress.
Demonstrate our compliance with that through our community or consumer service records.
Compliance indicator number four is around community options and community capacity.
This compliance indicator this is where we do most of our community advocacy systems advocacy and technical assistance to programs in our communities.
Compliance indicator five is IL core services and IL other independent living services.
CILs must provide five core services and independent living skills training peer counseling and information referral services and individuals and systems advocacy and community transitions.
In addition we also do other independent living services which follow outside of those five categories so some of the work we do with youth fall outside of those categories and we do specific counseling and one of them counseling on disability adjustment that may fall outside the category.
   >> Robin:  Correct me if I'm wrong didn't WIOA add transition.
   >> Sara:  WIOA added community transitions and community transitions is defined from moving individuals from an institutional setting like a nursing home into community based living and around diverting people from institution setting and supports are offered in their own home or a home of their choice in the community and preventing them going in a nursing home as well as helping youth that left the secondarily school some to go on to adult life is the community transition and compliance indicator six is resource development activities.
I'll read in the center shall provide evidence conducted resource development activities within the period covered by the performance report so we have to submit an annual report call add 704 report it is required that the CIL develop resources and funds outside of our Federal funds.
This is why we put a significant amount of emphasis time and energy into developing state resources so that we can have advocate funding to serve extensive needs of people with disabilities in our community.
We have no where near the amount of money we need to serve the people that live in the state which is around 1.3‑1.5 million people with disabilities in our state.
We say we have statewide coverage but we certainly don't have statewide penetration with the funds that we have.
And we have we continue to try to raise funds for the state legislature we have been successful in our efforts over the last several years fortunately we have not taken any funding cuts and we have only increased funding for independent living over the last five years we are hoping in fiscal year 18 we will see another increase of a 3 million request into the legislature and we are hoping we will have an again another positive increase in funds for people so any questions on that?  Did you eyes glaze over?  I will send out these documents so that you can have them for your reference.
I think it's important to understand just in general what those six compliance indicators are because this is how what the CILs have to demonstrate they are doing with the funds they receive.
If the administration on community living, independent living administration was to come to Michigan and do a site review on any one of the CILs they have to demonstrate compliance in those areas so this is really also what the State of Michigan, Michigan Rehabilitation Services has done with other CILs is they are going in and they are monitoring compliance with these indicators and we've actually restructured the work plans for the CILs to where all 15 are in alignment with Federal standards and compliance indicators which will make reporting including a dashboard and reporting on outcomes a little bit easier moving forward.
   >> Leamon:  I notice that Sara mentions most of the time MRS Michigan rehab services and the objectives that they have I do not hear BSBP in those objectives at all that BSBP is a part of those goals and objectives that the SPIL has to fulfill as well.
   >> Sara:  Leamon thank you for that, there is no intention of leaving you out.
   >> Leamon:  You said it more than one time and I don't quite understand that.
   >> Sara:  I was referring Leamon more to a contractual relationship that CILs have with Michigan Rehabilitation Services, heard the DHHS contracts there is an element of oversight that they have and that is what I was referencing more.
It was not in any way to dismiss the partnership we have with your organization.
   >> Rodney:  What the portion I can kind of speak of is this is more some of the internal control questions or things that DHHS suggests that every Council member has a knowledge of as they serve on the Council so some of the things are and I'll speak now to our 501C3 corporation and again of which you are board members to kind of the sources of authority you have as a Council where do we get that from, there is really five major areas we get that from, it's the rehabilitation act obviously, the workforce innovation and opportunity act, the governor's executive order that has been issued, our state plan for independent living and our corporate bylaws give us our sources of authority so that's one thing one area.
    Another question that they want Council members to be able to know and understand is how do we have the authorization to purchase assets or enter into contracts.
And what gives us the authority to own those assets.
And really with that the SILC my SILC corporation is a 501C3 legal corporate entity, it has the legal state and Federal authority to purchase assets based upon the applicable laws and the Federal super circulars.
Another question is does the Council have a CPA review performed or an audit?  The finances of the my SILC corporation are audited by an outside CPA firm on an annual basis.
That auditor also completes and files the IRS990 form as well.
    The other kind of another question is to describe the protections current Council members have against becoming personally liable for debts and other liabilities of my SILC corporation and so that is kind of an important one so you know that you are not personally responsible against becoming liable for debts or anything such as that.
In the SILC Council members and you as a corporation member are covered by a corporate board insurance officers policy that we do have so that covers the becoming personally liable as a member of the Council.
The Michigan Attorney General's office also act as our legal counsel as well if necessary.
So the other question that is important for DHHS's internal controls is to know who is responsible for the preparation and presentation of financial statements and in case SILC what's a treasurer who works with the SILC director and a financial consultant to prepare and present the financial statements.
SILC now also has a finance committee to work and oversee those statements and SILCs budget and financial operations.
In it how the Council functions and how the Council receives its contract SILC has a grant for 65% of its expenses for Michigan Rehabilitation Services and the other 35% of our operating expenses are from the Bureau of services for blind persons.
So we have to functioning contracts that we operate off of.
    And then the final question that they wanted to have is who has the authority at SILC to hire or fire the executive director and that authority in our bylaws resolves with the SILC executive committee and it is explained in the corporation bylaws, so I can answer any questions regarding you know the 501C3 portion of yourself as committee members.
This is the pretty straightforward one.
This is standard if you have been on a board of a 501C3 it's very similar to any of the other boards.
   >> Sara:  I think it's important to clarify that you may be able to provide more insight on this Rodney this is a structure that has been reviewed by the Attorney General's Office and the governor's office correct.
   >> Rodney:  Yes.
   >> Sara:  And workforce innovation opportunity act allows us to ‑‑ is established as SILC as governor's Councils correct?  Or maybe Jim can speak a little bit to this too.
I just noticed in our public comment last time there was some comment made we legally cannot be in the governor's office and I think I mean Jim do you have insight on that.
   >> Jim:  Yeah, I can add to that.
A couple parts.
Yeah, the Federal mandate actually requires that the SILC operate as an autonomous by something known as a commissioner in your state which I think in every state it's the governor from when it was set up originally 20 some odd years ago as the SILC being part of it.
So quite frankly in every state of the nation it has to be something that is under the governor's per view if the governor in that state legislatively has noted the commissioner.
It doesn't make it ‑‑ so legally that is what it has to be, not what ‑‑ so I guess if we are being accused of that we are being accused of being in compliance so that is too bad.
Anyway, having said that under WIOA certainly because of the new sort of impetus that selves can do development the idea that we are an independent entity is certainly encouraged because that keeps us out of conflict with traditional state agencies that cannot necessarily do development activities or are encouraged so there is still some growing room when it comes to how SILCs will be described and prescribed under the guidance but the guidance for SILCs is coming out and some of it already has been issued, the final rules and so then there are like this guidance process and not to get in the weeds but I do want to say something that Sara did a very good job of describing the compliance indicators for centers for independent living.
Sorry.
But there will be guidance, there will be guidance and there will be compliance indicators assurance and indicators for SILCs themselves coming out in the very near future all of which from my looking at the history of those and what things are coming through the rules making process we are already in compliance with, right, so that is a good thing but there will be a separate set coming out for SILCs and then I just want to ‑‑ so don't get all up in arm we are in compliance but it's good to know this right, but the other thing is with regard to this compliance indicator and standards and indicators that Sara was talking about I would personally volunteer to say you have any questions about those you can direct them to me.
I've been vetted by ACL as a person who could do peer reviews and knows why too much about way too little but saying that too there is a lot of information out there about those and most directors are painfully familiar with what those are so please ask questions because as I joke about them they are at the heart of what centers for independent living do and when we do our 704 report which is sort of this year long thing that captures very little of what is in the essence of the flavor, it's like trying to describe a cake by reading the ingredients, right, but all of us do it every year, we can provide almost any kind of information you want but it is important to know because that is sort of the backbone for what we do.
   >> Robin:  Thank you, Jim.
I guess you know it's getting towards the end of our meeting and I am over all getting punchy but for me I think what I would be most interested to know is what each Council member here thinks that they should know, that they don't know and for me I guess I think I should know ‑‑ I think I would like to have a better formulated response for people when they ask me so what do you do when you're on the board when you're at Council meetings?  I would like to better explain to them what the SILC does and I can't always find the right words so does ‑‑ do any of my fellow Council members think they have a good explanation for when people ask me what do you do on the SILC?  And I tell them about independent living and tell them about the plan and they go, okay, so.
   >> Sara:  Talk about the history of why SILCs were created.
   >> Jim:  Yeah, I can.
   >> Sara:  A history lesson there might help.
   >> Jim:  I can a little bit and that is a great question.
And I can tell you this, that probably two thirds of my employees when they get asked what does your center for independent living do, oh, my God please you can ask me what I do but don't ask what we do as a group.
So it's not an unusual question.
    So SILCs just historically when the independent living program was established by the Federal Government initially, initially only programs Sara talked about the part C money, part C money, part B money, only programs were funded straight from the Federal Government to sort of what I would call model or demonstration programs, right, and when it got expands to a certain number of programs the Federal Government along with a lot of advocates and this was around about 1992 when these amendments came out said, you know, at the Federal level we need some entity, some group being in each state to help coordinate the activities of these centers for independent living and to make sure that these states had networks that were bold enough and strong enough and doing the same things hence SILCs were formed, the Government, the Federal program said we have to make sure somehow that your programs are coordinated, right, within your state and that services were being provided and that funding is being planned over a period and these Councils were the result and that is what the SILC initial task was within the Federal system is to make sure that the money is being spent by the Federal Government and were being used, you know, judicious by the states and even at that point centers were getting money and still are under part C getting money directly from the Federal Government and not necessarily from any state source whatsoever, the Federal Government had to have a way to control the money and look at assurances and I will tell you from personal experience that at the beginning of the IL experience in our country centers for independent living included grass roots groups and there were some small groups within state Government for instance the Iowa commission for the blind was one of the first state programs that got an IL grant, right, we had no controls.
None.
We didn't have to follow a 704 and didn't have the stuff and gave up a pile of money and said do these things and tell us what you did.
Keep some statistics.
And so the SILC was kind of a way to say at a state level we have to have an integrated plan.
Integrated plan and make sure that citizens have input when we develop this plan, we have to make sure that the designated state units that were sort of the administrative funnels for funding were actually making sure that the centers and the programs were getting the money if they were part B monies which was added to this equation primarily because they didn't have this set of programs which the one I was involved in was a state program so they said no that is a part B not a part C not direct and set that up and said the SILC needs to be the body that is planning that, looking at that, watching what is going on and every three years produce a different plan with your designated state units within now more recently with your designated state units and over half of your CILs have to approve that plan.
So it's kind of that is how it came about and so when I look at here is my CIL hat coming on I look at this as two responsibilities.
One as a steward of the Federal funds we ask for and get and then as a listening post for the consumers, you know, as a representative of the consumers and it's really that for me it really is that simple of the task that the SILC really needs to get done and so those are the responsibilities but that is sort of the history and if we look in and if you want more about the legalese of the SILC the composition stuff look at the rehabilitation act of 1973 and get the 1992 amendments and under title 7 this is composition of the SILC and it's not an exciting read but it's good you know.
   >> Robin:  Down load it.
   >> Jim:  So and then on ILRU.org there is all kinds of information about SILCs and their development and you will be able to find on that website a lot of information about the standards and communicators that centers follow and the ones that SILCs will eventually be asked to follow and like I said don't get all excited because we are following almost all of them already and the models they have been based on you know started a long time ago and SILCs had a lot of input into what goes into those so I guess if you go to SILC Congress or probably in the future you will have stuff here on what those are too so basically your job is to listen and tell CILs do your work.
   >> Robin:  I like bossing people around.
All right did any of my other Council members feel like they have a question that they feel they should know the answer to?  And I want everybody to feel they have a chance to ask if they have not.
Gabriella.
   >> Gabriella:  First of all this is Gabriella I want to thank Jim very much because I really think that he helped crystalize the answer to that question.
>> Jim:  It's a great question.
   >> Gabriella:  It is a great question.
So your original question was what we as Council members would like to know what we don't know so I used to serve on the board of UCP of Detroit and we do benefits counseling so that we can help people who receive social security to reenter the workforce without losing their benefits so this is a larger question and I'm sure some of you can answer this but I have very little knowledge on it but I'm going to use Aaron I'm sorry as an example, when I see and I'm the parent of a child who had cerebral palsy and passed away and did not grow to become an adult capable of entering the workforce but when I see a person with disabilities who is so supremely capable of entering the workforce and afraid to enter the workforce because they do not want to lose their benefits for just a small amount of access $2000 right it's a joke.
How do we I think our ‑‑ I would love to see a goal for us and me as a Council member I would like to know what is it going to take the two tiered question A to either just make it forget that hat and just remove that barrier to entering the workforce regardless of assets to be able to enter the workforce or A to have such an educated class of young adults with disabilities that they can say the hell with SSI I'm going to get a great job because I'm so capable and I have so much to offer and get a great job with a corporation that pays me better health insurance benefits I would receive otherwise and I don't need that what is the word I'm thinking of that safety net any more.
I would love, is it possible will we ever get to that place where people will be able to get rid of that safety net or even in their psychological safety net or can we effect change really as a Council, as a national network of in the IL community ever reach that goal.
   >> Robin:  And where do we start.
   >> Gabriella:  That is kind of my big question.
   >> Sara:  Yeah that is.
   >> Gabriella:  Sorry to single Aaron out and we had a conversation and one of several I've had with people over the years.
   >> Sara:  I'm going to defer to Aaron and I know of lots of systems advocacy efforts that are currently in progress but they have been in progress for a lot of years and we make little bits of improvements here and there and employment first is a huge policy effort, it's a systemic policy effort or systemic change we are pushing in Michigan and you know we are blessed that we have a lieutenant governor that is really spearheading a lot of these exciting efforts and she driving some change from where he sits and he has made some end roads but they are huge systems that need to be changed that have been operating the same way for many, many years and are the funding models that come from Medicaid to promote that support people in facility‑based settings, need to be changed.
And the education system needs to be changed to promote competitive integrated employment not promote transition to SSI adult benefits.
I mean it's a huge under taking.
I think that it's something that we just need to kick it up a notch or two or three or four but before Aaron had his hand up first so I'm going to give it to Tracy and let go.
   >> Aaron:  First of all this is Aaron Andrews I appreciate Gabriella's point about all this and I done mind you using me as an example in any way.
Actually there has been several movements on this front but they are moving very slowly as we all know.
There is a ‑‑ the has virtually been a bill written to repeal the 1972 act rehabilitation act for SSI and it was started to give individuals a level of money basically a safety net to stimulate and to keep those individuals that are needing supports to be able to have supports and live quality effective lives.
As society grows and moves and we get more advanced of course those services or that act what was never intended to stay the same but unfortunately as Government does we like to put Band‑Aids on top of Band‑Aids on top of Band‑Aids and eventually we forget what the policy was that we created in the first place and then it comes through education and through educating our legislators and we actually need one of the disabled community to be able to get to the point where they have enough backing to get into policies themselves and get to where they can give a perspective to the United States that we currently don't have right now because when you talk to politicians and talk to legislatures and you tell them this is the reason why I would like to change this and this is why I would like to do this their eyes roll back in their head because they know it's a problem but they have no idea themselves on how to fix it.
And saying that basically it all comes back through being able to advocate for one's self and advocate for your fellow individuals that are disabled and originally things will change but change unfortunately happens very slowly and without effort we won't do anything.
So I don't know if that answers your entire question but that is why one way or another before I die something will change.
   >> Sorry about that for the technical person that has to type all that out.
>> Lisa:  This is Lisa Cook‑Gordon and relates to what Sara was saying about stepping our game up and getting involved in the advocacy effort, these different initiatives so that is why it goes back to what I was saying earlier the process of Council and members taking a look at what is going on and what needs to be done as far as the education and getting the voice out there because I think as advocates and member of this Council we have each been a voice this our own way but it's a collective voice and it would be heard louder so I just raise that and perhaps at some point we can talk about that.
   >> Jim:  This is Jim Whalen there are to specific things we can do as a Council either as individuals or as a group that make an unique difference in the sorts of things, one is I like to put forth the strained visuals in people's heads so some of us from a different generation grew up with the road runner and Wile E coyote and we have a school system who gives the coyote like the public services that the accommodations which is and some benefits right which is similar to having the coyote strap on the acme roller skates and providing fuel and the kid turns 18 and they are over the cliff and have 2000 and no where to go and so they sink if they go over that 2000 they are off the cliff.
So some states and some advocates in some states have specifically targeted their efficacy efforts with their rehab services to say take this amount of money and guaranty post secondary education for this many students, right, because when that happens then the students don't get off on that cliff to begin with.
So we can advocate for that certainly we can advocate for that sort of change and does the social security law need to change?  We have some things, we have some things that are starting the able act and have some things that are being constantly yelled about by different advocacy groups, you know, the most you know talk to Mike Zelley but any way but we have those efforts going on but at the local level encourage your high school Counselors to talk about post secondary education and those sources we already have like MRS and BSBP, encourage the kind of funding that allows those people to go to college otherwise you are against that cliff all the time, you know, otherwise you are against that cliff all the time, you know, because the only things that get you over that cliff are if you have control over your own business right and that is another thing we can talk about how people with disabilities become entrepreneurs because then you are the person, you are in control.
Or this education piece, that is how you get across the cliff.
Study after study will show you that and we can advocate for both of those.
   >> Rebecca: .
   >> Leamon:  Just wanted to comment and Sara made mention of it a number of agencies have joined together to sign a mega member wrap dumb to promote that concept and it is moving forward and so I think that is one aspect that you can kind of get behind.
I think you are already a part of it and so if we can promote that, that these agencies come together and work collaboratively to promote work first for persons with disabilities that will have a large impact because like I said there are six different state agencies that are promoting that concept and have agreed to work jointly together to promote the opportunities for individuals with disabilities and so I think that is a big plus and one of the major entities are the Department of Ed and so as they come along and provide some of the guidance I think this will really help us to see that this entity ‑‑ this initiative can have some impact on outcomes and what we look for a person to have careers and that is what the WIOA is promoting, not just a job but it's promoting careers, how do you get a career, where can you get a real career?  What is necessary for that to happen so all of these have been spelled out in that MOU.
   >> Sara:  That is on the DP counsel's website.
   >> Jim:  Employment first.
   >> Sara:  The employment first and the MOU.
   >> Rebecca:  So this is Rebecca.
So my in point kind of addresses a lot of things that you have been talking about in the last couple minutes and this is something that I'm going through right now as young adult with a disability.
I went to college.
I have a masters degree and then I entered the working world, the whole trying to find a job, being about benefits and I want to work but worried about the benefits, not really understanding like exactly all the things that went into those benefits I knew like okay Medicaid is important for me to have but at the beginning of this process not really thinking exactly what Medicaid pays for and it's been really interesting transition for me because realizing that you know it's because of Medicaid eligibility that I get staffing services, that I get other things that allow me to be independent and it's such a tricky balance I think with working because it's like you want to work and be you know as well in the community as you can but you need those benefits ap those services in order to do that, etc. Like a tradeoff if you choose to not be as involved then you have those services but what are you using them for and then if you try and get really involved then you might jeopardize those services and so like this is I'm sure nothing new for a lot of people with disabilities but it has been interesting I think for me just going through it, trying to figure this whole thing out and I think another thing that would be, cool for the Council to do or just in general terms of education and advocacy would be that it's not like an all or nothing type of thing when it comes to employment so I think a lot of times I think okay either it's part time, you know, average like hourly job or like super successful career or something or like you strive for that whole 40‑hour a week thing.
I think it's important for young adults and people with disabilities to recognize and realize that you know there can be an in between and that like it's okay if they realize because of their abilities or limitations that they can't do that like full‑time thing and so that there needs to be a little I'd say like safety net in there to kind of bridge the gap.
   >> Robin:  I agree and was thinking about that when Jim was talking that you know all three of us are college educated, we all had the opportunities to go to post secondary schooling but full you know a great job and employment to be able to pay for the services that we need to make our lives work especially if we use staffing I have to be Beyonce to be able to afford that because 20 bucks an hour it's like what job will I find where I will be able to pay them and care for my own needs, my own housing and my own so it is definitely there are many issues, access to post secondary and you know being able to allow people to work without penalizing them and taking away the very things that make it possible for them to work so it's a very complex issue and I think definitely we need to talk more about this but perhaps tabling it and maybe seeing if there is someone who could at a later Council meeting come in and talk to us about different advocacy efforts happening in the field when people are transitioning, when youth are dealing with these kinds of issues.
   >> Sara:  I think it would be beneficial to maybe invite the DD Council and presented to us in the past and come back and talk to us about the grant from the disability employment policy to the U.S. department of labor.
The ODET grant is about employment first, it's about youth, it's about provider transformation of the community rehab organizations, changing their business models to help more people being employed in the community in a competitive integrated setting with I'm sorry without being paid at a sub minimum wage so a lot of efforts going on there and that is a systemic focus to that.
    We were working on career access which was exactly what you're talking about Rebecca which was if we could get the waiver of the social security administration we were going to run three or five pilot projects across the nation and Michigan was going to be one of them but it was exactly that it was about providing a safety net and allowing you to earn more information without losing your benefits and the other thing I know I think Lisa you raised this idea it would be good to have as somebody from the department of treasury to come and present on my able accounts which they just started enrollment in those November first and that allows for people to save up to $100,000 in a savings account to be used for disability related expenses and other health expenses, education and so without being penalized from your other benefits so there are some things that would be nice to have a little bit of employment focus at a future meeting with some of those resources so we know about them.
   >> Lisa:  I think asking Nina to come to the next meeting is a good idea because there has been a lot of work done on it and Alex was one of our fellow members here has been involved in that and I think with the representation of young adults that we now have on this Council it would be good to start interacting with the other Council and with the various workgroups because for the last few years it's been myself and other adults and it's a long time since we have been a young adult and I think it would be a perfect opportunity for all of you that are young adults or recently been one to sit there and say this worked, this won't work and I look at Mairead who is smiling over there because it's not very long since she experienced this and so she has a lot to share and so does Alex and Rebecca and our chair here so I just wanted to say that I think this is an exciting time for our Council to have so many young voices, younger voices here.
   >> Robin:  On that note we are going to wrap up today by talking about any other stuff, any other agenda ideas or lunchtime presentation ideas that any of our members have for future meetings.
I know we mentioned that.
If there are no others I think we are done with business today.
   >> Rodney:  One thing real quick and we may want to discuss this or send it to the executive committee it's up to you but our next meeting is February 10 and looking at that SILC amendment we may want to use or may want to discuss using that meeting time as the public hearing as well that we will have to have for that SPIL amendment because of the way the timeframe will fall in a per view of that just for heads up if you want us to.
   >> Robin:  How much time needs to be allowed.
   >> Rodney:  Last time we allotted two hours to that or was it an hour Sara.
   >> Sara:  We don't need that much time.
   >> Rodney:  Usually we would just do it before the business meeting and have to ‑‑ it would be very similar to how we had it in Flint where we have to have the meeting open for the hearing for people to come in and speak at any given moment but I think the Council members can determine how long they would like that timeframe to be but I think logistically that would be a great date to have that in conjunction with that meeting.
   >> Robin:  I would recommend doing that.
   >> Rodney:  That is all I had.
   >> Sara:  If we don't do it then what is our next opportunity and the holidays and what is our next option.
   >> Rodney:  Two options and we could do it in May like the SPIL kind of cuts down on timeframes but it's entirely possible to do that understanding that February is a potential problem month for driving.
The other portion is Robin does have the authority to call a special meeting if she would like to do that as well so those would be to of the options we could use as well.
   >> Robin:  Is this something that we have time all lots to be able to talk about it with the executive committee and then make a decision.
   >> Rodney:  Yes I think we have plenty of time before that that we could make that decision.
   >> Robin:  We don't need to today.
.
   >> Rodney:  A heads up for Council members.
   >> Robin:  With that we will agree in the end what to do with that.
Is there any other business?  All right well I officially called in this meeting to end or adjourn, to get out, we are all leaving.
   >> Sara:  Bang it meeting adjourned.
   >> Robin:  Meeting adjourned.
There you go, that sounds better.
Thanks guys.
    [Meeting concludes at 2:27 p.m.]

